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ABSTRACT: This dissertation reports the development of digital computer
techniques for detecting changes in scenes by normalizing and
comparing pictures which were taken from different camera
positions and under different conditions of illumination. The
pictures are first geometrically normalized to a common point
of view. Then they are photometrically normalized to eliminate
the differences due to different illumination, camera character-
istics, and reflectance properties of the scene due to different
sun and view angles. These pictures are then geometrically
registered by maximizing the cross correlation between areas in
them. The final normalized and registered pictures are then
differenced point by point.
The geometric normalization techniques require relatively
accurate geometric models for the camera and the scene, and
static spatial features must be present in the pictures to allow
precise geometric alignment using the technique of cross correla-
tion maximation.
Photometric normalization also requires a relatively accurate
model for the photometric response of the camera, a reflective
model for the scene (reflectance as a function of the illumina-
tion view, and phase angles) and some assumptions about the
kinds of reflectance changes which are to be detected.
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These techniques have been incorporated in a system for
comparing Mariner 1971 pictures of Mars to detect variable
surface phenomena as well as color and polarization differ-
ences. The system has been tested using Mariner 6 and 7
pictures of Mars.
Although the techniques described in this dissertation were
developed for Mars pictures, their use is not limited to
this application. Various parts of this software package,
which was developed for interactive use on the time-sharing
system of the Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory,
are currently being applied to other scenery.
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CHAPTER i
INTROD UCTI ON
The g eneral
	 picture	 com p arison	 problem	 Is	 to
g eometrical ly and	 p hotoMetrlcall y normailze and register
Ima g es so that true differenoes	 In the scene can be
determined,
	 rather
	
than differences	 In conditions of
vlswln9, and to anal yze these dlffarences,
The ge ome t ric anal y sis of photo g ra p hs belongs to the
science of ana l ttcal ahotogrammetr	 (D o yle 019661)	 hY	 Y	 Y	 _. ^ W ich
g enerall y deals with the trian g ulation of aerial photographs
to g enerate to p o g ra p hic na p s,	 most results In this field,
Y
however+  are a pp roximations which solve suitably
	
linearized
1.
versions of the e q uations f Even naglectin g this deflelency,
these techni q ues are of little use except when extremely
accura te models exist for the camera,
Milltar'Y aerial regonnalsance probably
	
represents	 the
K. ..	 major	 current app l i cation of Picture comparison technolog y,
Most of the known techniques n this fieldi	 re l y an manually
o p erated, analo g I m a g e ccrrelatorsf and various other analog
F107 77^-
hArdwa► re.	 There I s little In the	 literature	 to describe
what	 di g i tal	 computer te g hniq uesr 	If anyr have been
develc'ped for this purpose,
The s y stem described In this# dissertation Is the only
system known to so lve the prob l=ems of ima g e normal ization
and regi stration.
I,A THE MARINER 19 7 1 MARS MISSION C13
The primary objeptives of the Mariner Mars 1971 Project
are the observation and ma pp in g of Mars by two orbiting
spacecraft be g inning in November of 1971 and continuin g for
at least 98 days (JPL 114703.),
An orbiter has the advantage over fl yb y missions# such
rw+.r+rwrwwwwrrrw++wsrw-rw www+w sw+wwww
CS] M ariner 8 was launched from Ca p e Kennedy on May S, 1471#
and failed to make Earth orbit, Therefore #
 the nominal
Ma riner 1 71 mission p l an s must be chan g ed f It Is not known
at this time whether the varlable Features Missionr which Is
the purpose of this research; will be attempted, Since most
of this dlssertatlon was written before May 8 # man y of -yhe
UANK tansam •Afar p imm +„ the Mariner 1 71 Mlaslon should be
rrent situation,
2
fA the Mariner Mars 1964	 and	 1969	 missions,
	
that
observations from orbit can be made over an extended Period
of time, thus p ermitting the study of tem poral Chan ges on
the Martian surface,
The Mariner IV, VI P
 and VII Missions could make only
limi ted observatlons of the surface of Mars because they
were In the p lanets vicinit y for a very short time,	 To
accumulate more extensive data It Is necessary to orbit Mars
as p lanned In the Mariner 1 71 Mission, or orbit and land as
Planned In the 1975 Vikin g
 mission,
The two Identical Mariner 1 % spacecraft w ill	 perform
separate missions desi gnated as missions A and W. Mission A
Is p rimaril y devoted to routine ma p pin g , attempting to view
a	 lar ge p ortion of the surface of Mars with the highest
aossible resolution,
Mission S	 Is p rimaril y devoted to stud y in g
	time
variable features Of the Martian atmos p here and surface,
	 It
will utilize an orbit which will g ive repeated	 Covera g e	 of
several	 different surface Areas under essentially constant
illumination an g !a,	 view an g le,	 and s p acecraft altitude
(Sagwn 1;19691),	 With such an ofblt, i t Is p ossible to study
these areas of the surface to detect chan g es durin g the
90-da y mission,
3
The tYl)es O f chan g es which are expected are either
translent -or diurnall y or seasonally recurrsnt,	 Transient
p henom e na that have been observed on Mars Include clouds,
hazes, and bri g ht spots, Whltir clouds have been seen of all
sizes and shapes, from terminator haze lasting a few hours
mo dense, 1200—mile g iants lastin g days or weeks, Yellow
clouds var y from small#
	
dsnse,
	
orange or yellow objects
lastin g from one to a few days# to objects which start large
and g row lar g er until they become a y ellow vell	 covering
most of Mars and	 lastin g a month or mo r e , These Yellow
clouds are almost universall y acce p ted as being dust clouds,
The Mariner	 1 71 television observations will Yield data on
atmos p heric circulation by followin g cloud movement,
The most Obvious seasonal chan g es on the Martian
surface	 Involve the polar caps and the wave of darkening,
The surface also exhlbfts seasonal chan g es In color and eYen
chan g es In the sizes sha p er and Internal appearance of the
varlcus dark areas on the planet,
The p olar caps are believed to be deposits of solid
carbon dioxide condensin g durin g the fall and winter In each
hemis p here amid then sublimin g durl:n g the spring and summer,
From many biolo g ical p oints of vlew, the recedin g p olar cap
Is a locale of g reat Interests and will be observed during
the Mariner 1 71 mission,
S
4
The wave of darkenin g
 Is Probabl y Mars ► g reatest enigma
and is the most dynamic event on the planet, It has been
described ae a rjro g resslve decline In the	 reflectivity of
the dark surface areas (and Increase in contrast with
surroundin g bri g ht areas) startin g In local sprin g time from
the edge of the vaporizin g Polar caor and movin g toward and
across the eauatore Whether the darkening actuall y occurs
as a "wave" f rom the po l e has been argued, This darkening
might al ga be accompanied by color and Polarization ohanges,
Accordin g to the biolo g ical e x p lanation for these seasonal
chan g es, Martian organisms Inhabit the dark regions, 	 and
their
	 s p rin g time g rowth	 In re s pon s e to the Increased
temperatures and humidities is the cause of the darkening
events,	 Several alternati v e non-biolo g ical hypotheses have
been p ro p osed, Includin g one In which seasonal	 changes in
wend
	
p atterns
	 (due	 either	 to meridional	 circulation or
dust-devils) redistribute the Particle sizes In the 	 bright
and dark areas and produce the albed,, changes,
In selectin g scientific objectives for the Mariner	 P71
Mlsslon,	 the stud y of the wave of darkening was sin g l e d out
for s p ecial consideration, since durino the 1970 to 1980
decade, the wave of darkenin g In the southern hemisphere can
onl y be observed In 1971, The southern hemis phere contains
most of the Permanentl y
 dark ru g lons and Is considered the
more	 interestin g hemis p here	 In which	 to	 stud y	this
t
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ohenomenon,
The two sptoecraft are Id e ntical and oontaln a variety
of •olenti f ic Instruments Includin g two television camerae,
an ultraviolet s p sotrometer, an Infrared Interfsrameter, and
art Iofrar*d radi ometer, in terms of volume of data
collectedp the television ex perlment data will outwei gh all
other data by several orders of magnitude,
The two television cameras are desi g nated as Cameros A
end U,	 The A camera has a focal length of 50 mm, giving It
an 11 b y 14 de g ree an g ular field of views The S camera has
a f ocal Isni,th of 500 mm g ivin g It a 1,1 by 1, 4 de g ree field
of vlow and hence 1iI times the resolution, camera A has a
collection of 8 color and p olarization filters which can be
arbltrsrll y selected, The B camera has a sin g le fixed
(minus blur) color filter, The wave of darkenin g and other
variable surface features will be studied p rimarlIj usin g A
camera cloture$ which are taken before p o rla p slo Wh e n the
sun and o p acecraft vectore are nearly vertical to the
surface	 in the area bein g p hoto g ra p hed, thus minimizing
uncertainties due to
	 li ght soatterino t	Most of these
olctures will be taken under an oran g e color f il ter which,
an the basis of g round observations, should make It easlest
to detect chan g es In albeds,
The television aame rae are	 vidloo ns ,	 which	 are
t
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shuttered at s ee e	 np d r a g i n g 	 6 to 192 mi l liseconds, The
E
Ima g e on the vldlcon tar g et Is di g itized In 42 seconds In a
format of 9 bits p er p aint, 832 p oints per line, and7 20
lines Per frame,	 p i g ltlzed samples are stored on a dlgltal
ma p netic tape recorder which can hold a pp roximately 36
p ictures vntII It Is Possible t o trotnsmlt the p ictures to
Earth,
Each s p acecraft has a radio r. e o•iver which Is used to
control	 such things as p ropulsi.ono scan p latform slewings
color filter selections camera shutterino, and tape recorder
vlayback ( and transmission),
	 Each s p acecraft also contains
a llli or 20 watt 2300 MBx radio transmitter which durin g
 most
of	 the mission will
	
be able to transmit ex p eriment and
s pacecraft data to the 210 foot Goldstone antenna. at a 16
kb p s	 (kllo ,blts p er	 second)	 rate,	 At this	 rates each
cloture re q uires about 5 minutes transmisslon time,
	 A dally
tape recorder load consists of about 36 p ictures, which will
re q uire a transmisslon time of 3 hourss
	 This Is about the
lon g est period of continuous communication between the
spacecraft and Goldstone which can be g uaranteed on every
orbits	 (Briggs C19713),
To maxim i ze the scientific return from the Mariner
	 171
missien,	 It	 Is	 necessary to	 control
	 the p icture taking
se q ue n ce to concentrate surface covera g e In these surface
areas which show	 the g reatest v arlabiiltY.
	 This requires
7
5that pictures received at Earth be analyzed as quickl y and
sensitivel y as possible to detect differences from Previous
p ictur•a of the same area, This dissertation Is the result
of research In the devel-oDment of di g ital computer
techni ques to Perf o rm such analysis on p ictures from the
Mariner 1 71 mission,
I,B A SOLUTION TO THE MARS PICTURE COMPARISON PROBLEM
In res p onse to the needs of the Mariner 171 Variable
Features	 Teams
	 ima ge p rocessin g techni ques have been
develo ped by the author at	 the	 Stamford	 University
Artificial Imes l igence Project# uti l lzin g a. POP -10
Interactive time-sharing comp uter system, These techniques
have been Inte g rated into a system which compares pairs of
Ima ge s taken at different times # from different spacecraft
oosltiQnsr and P e rhaPs even different spacecraft.
Figure 1-1 shows	 the structure of	 the	 sYstem t In	 this
fi g urer
	
the rectan g ular	 blocks Indicate	 p ro g rams which
Im p lement	 the techni q ues	 described In	 this	 patper t Where
ap p ro p riate, the	 block	 contains the	 cha p ter	 or section
number	 where the	 techni q ue	 Is described,	 Oval blocks
indicate	 data (usually
	
pIotures)s
GEOMETRIC NORMALIZATIONT Since th e images are d!fferent	 i
perspective views of a soheroldr with no surface elevations
I
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assumed, a g eometric normalization	 Is reculred to relate
common	 surface p oints,	 In particular,
	 each
	
Ima g e	 1s
transformed to the same ortho g ra p hic p rojection of the
s p heroid,	 If there were no errors In our knowled g e of the
spac ecraft position and orientation, and no
	 gsometrlc
distortions In the optical and e[ e ctronlo s y stems of the TV
camera, and If our object were a pe rfect s p heroid, then the
two	 normalized
	 Ima g es	 should be	 In exact geametr7c
corres p ondence,	 Chapter
	 II	 describes
	
geometric
normallzatlon In detail,
GEOMETRIC REGISTRATIONI UnfortunatelY, man y sourc e s of
geometric	 errors
	
exist,
	 with	 s p acecraft orientation
contributin g the lar g est error,	 In order to remove these
g eometric
	 ali g nment errora,
	 It	 Is necessar y to align
g eometrically corresoondin g areas (features)
	 In the two
Images, A technlgue was developed which dis p laces one Image
relative to the other, searchin g for a fdx, dy)	 translation
vector which maximizes the cross correlation of the Images
over a specified area,
	 Maximum cross cor r elation occurs
when the Images are p roperly re g istered In that area,
If we know the (dx, dy )	 translation necessary to
Properly	 re g ister	 ever y	Point	 In the geometrically
normalized Ima g es, then we can analyze the Images
Point for differences$
1 0
il
i
f
r.
r	 ^
The assump tion	 Is made	 that the	 misre g lstration	 vector
i
as	 a	 e g functlon	 of	 position In	 the	 Image,	 Is	 a	 smooth
continuous	 functlonf	 which	 can be	 modeled	 by	 low	 order q
p olynomlals	 In	 two	 varlables,	 This assump tion	 Is	 realistic
If	 the	 model	 of	 the	 obJect	 Is aiccurate	 (l i s t	su rface
elevations
	 are	 small	 or	 view an g les	 are	 similar)	 and	 if
optical	 and	 electronic
	
distortions are	 smooth	 and
aontlnuous,
in	 p ractice,	 when we
	
Perform a	 least	 squares	 fit	 of	 low 4
order	 p ol ynomials	 In	 two	 variables to	 a	 set	 of	 optimal
translation
	
vectors	 on	 normalized Mariner	 b	 and 7	 Ima g es#	 we
get	 ver y	small
	
residual	 errors, In	 Particular,	 when	 fitti ng
ist	 order	 p olynomials	 (which	 have 3	 degrees	 of	 freedom)	 to
from	 10	 to	 100	 data	 Pointe,	 we	 usuaIIY	 g et	 residual
ali g nment	 errors	 of	 less	 than	 one	 p icture	 unit	 ( p ixel) !	 ,
standard	 d0VIatIon^	 Thlsp	 at	 least	 e molrl c all y e	 Indicates
a
that	 the	 predominant	 sources	 of	 error	 cause	 a	 smooth	 and
continuous	 misalignment	 between	 the	 two	 Images,	 For	 Mariner
6	 and	 7,	 the	 known	 geometric	 errors	 are	 p rimarily	 In
p spacecraft	 ( camera)	 orlentat,lon,	 which	 would	 cause	 primarily
I; s	 translatlonal,	 and	 to	 a	 lesser	 degreep	 rotatlonal
misali g nment	 between	 two	 Images,	 and	 therefore	 let order
p ol y nomials	 In	 two	 variables	 are	 a	 good	 approxlmatlon,
Havin g an accurate	 model	 for	 the	 misali g nment	 between
the	 two	 Ima g est	 we	 can	 recalculate	 the	 orthographic
M A,..-^..;rR. K*iCs•.pJi"3'+ . ^`°' v^;"^fPtn.
	
..u. '4°^	`^
.	 ., iho.^w3a z urrn a	 I
orojectlon for one of the ima g es, taking Into account the
misali gnment model,
	
The resultin g
 Ima g es will be rO g istrred
	 j
to the accuracy of the misrealet ► atlon model.
	
Cha p ter	 III
doeoribes g eometrlc re g istration In detail,
PHOTOMETRIC NORMALIZATION; Sirnoe the Images are taken
under different Illumination and view an g les, a photometric
A reotlo	 is re	 I d 	 s	 t	 I	 t	 t	 t
s.
W r
	 n	 au re
	
o	 Vela a	 I V h	 Ire enal y	 levels
received at the camera to albedo on the surfacer
	 If there
were no errors In our knowled ge of the	 li ght soattering
function at each
	
location on the olanst, and no errors In
thu nhotometrlc response of the vidlcon, then, In theory, we
should be able to precisely determine the aibedc at each
p oint In the Images and perform albedo com p arlsoh* '^ o detect
variable
	 features,	 Chapter	 IV describes photometric
normal lzatlon in detail,
PHOTOMETRIC REGISTRATION; Detectin g vasriaable features
necessitates a high de g ree of photometric accurac y , since
some of the variations anticipated are relatively small
	 (5X
or	 less)	 albedo changes over rather	 large areas of the
the calibration of the camera aystem ►are lar g er than the
albedo chan ges to be detected, then we must Imp rove the
calibration usin g Information In the Images,
,
.t
planet, These albedo chan ges may Increase the contrast
between two areas, or may onl y chan g e the avera g e absolute
i
li g h t level in both areas,	 If the errors and/or	 noise	 in
12
r
such thin gs as vidieon shadin g ( non- uniform res p ons e ) and
reeldual I ma ge s, both of which can be handled in a
systematic manner CIJ, The p rimar y sources of error which
cannot be p redicted are an absolute gain error, and an
absolute offset error resemblin g scattered !I g ht,	 Theae
errors, which may be caused e ltb e r b y errors	 In camera
calibration,	 or by errors In the Iight scatterin g model for
the surfacer Hive a system out p ut Y as a function of	 light
In p ut X ast Y x aX + b,
Using thi s model for	 the Photometric misre9l3tratlon
function, we can choose areas In the two ima g es which are
assumed to be p hotometricall y equivalent and salve for a
combined gain and offset error which will minlmize the
difference between the areas usin g conventional	 least
squares	 techniques,	 Chapter	 V describes photometric
yw..wr wsiwrrwwrarw w..www^wwwwwawwwwwwrrwrw
C13 ,JPL has processed the Mariner 0 69 ima g es to reduce these
errors, Non-uniform vldicon response is	 corrected	 from
extensive calibration table s for	 11,he vldlcon,	 Residual
Ima g es Ar e the c ont ri butions of previous	 Images to the
vidloon out p ut for a g iven Ima g e (Ie,	 the vldicon surface
i
has a memory),	 Residual Images ar'e partially removed using
calibration tables and previous Images,
13
>I
	
f
f,
registration In detail,
OIFFERI~NCE ANALYSISI O nce	 two	 Images	 are	 both
geometricall y
 and Photometricall y all g ned F the anal y sis of
differences between the I ma g es can b e g in,	 Certain classes
of	 known	 differences	 are	 expected,	 These	 Include	 albedo
differences	 due.to
	 errors	 In	 the	 p hotomotrlo
	
model
	 of	 the
planet,	 variations	 of
	 the
	
Photometric
	
function	 from p lace	 to
Place
	 on	 the planet,	 and
	
errors	 due	 to	 the	 effects of	 slopes
(such	 as	 crater	 rims)	 on	 the	 phot ometrlc	 function,
Given
	
leases	 which were	 taken	 with
	
app roximatel y 	the
same	 illuminations	 view and phase	 an g les,	 the	 above	 sources
of	 error	 should
	 be	 minirOzed,	 The	 Mariner	 171	 M issio n 	 8
Ima g es	 near	 p e r la p s I s	 are	 Intended	 to	 satisfy the	 above
requirements,
	
and	 hence	 these	 sources of	 error	 (except	 for
}
regional	 variation	 of	 the	 p hotometric	 function)	 can	 be
largel y 	 Ig no r e d . °I
I	 _
The
	 remalnin g 	albedo	 differences	 can	 be	 attributed	 to
o	 v	 e	 t	 otemp ra l 	 a riations
	
of	 the	 Rhotom	 trio	 f unc i on	 due	 t	 such F. ^
p he nomena	 as	 oloudsp	 dust	 storms,	 etc, ;I
K	 1
Analysis
	 of	 these
	
albedo 
	 vast' iat ions	 r equ ires	 tha t 	the
1
a
p ixel	 b y	 pixel	 albedo	 differences	 be	 reduced	 to	 area
differences	 and	 other	 g raphical	 representations,	 One	 useful
form	 of	 a,rrg a 	 difference	 di sp l a y	 I s	 a	 drawin g	 of	 albedo F
I	 difference	 contour
	
lines.	 if	 the	 albedo	 difference	 has	 a
I
<''
,d
14
a
9well
	
defined outline then a drawin g of th i s outline Is
vsefuie
	
Another useful dis p lay of differences Is a g ra p h of
the size of an albeda difference area versus time (for a
11	 fdiffe	 e	 ?	 r h f the ma p I tude of	 the
y
s
J
e
J
Ixed	 rence I vel
	
or a g a p a	 n
albedo difference versus time (for a fixed area),
Cha pter VI	 describes	 these	 difference	 analysis
teohni qu t 
r,	 IIC NOTATION
To facilitate the printin g of this dissertation b y the
I
r line	 PrIntsr at	 the Artificial Intelli g ence ProJects some
(	 compromises In mathematical	 notation	 were	 made,	 In
particula rs 	superscripts and subscri p ts are not possible,
and many otandard mathematica l symbols do net	 exist,
Conse q uentl y s the scholarl y uss of an abundant collection of
f
Greek letters other than as P,	 and a will	 not be found
'.	 hers
ZERO: Zero Is printed with a slash through It:
I
l
3l
zero = 0
EXPONENTS: Ex p onents are denoted by the ALGOL 60
I	 notation,	 A to th e p ower N Is written asc
^	 3
l
6	 ^
1
s
0N,
15
INDICESI Indices of vectors and matrices are written in
the ALGOL 60 notation as*
AII,J3 a VCkj,
VE CTQRSt Vectors which are formed from a collection of
scalar expressions are surrounded by parentheses:
When it	 Is necessary to specif y a oolumn rector,
	
the
trans p ose notation Is used:
{xrypz)r
MATRICESi Matrices which are formed from a collection
of scalars ex p ressions are written usin g as many lines as
there are rows In the matrix. Thuso the 3x3 Identity matrix
woul d be written'
1 0 0
I	 0 1 0
0 0 1
The transpose of a matrix M Is written'
trans p ose (M) a MI
The Inverse of matrix M Is written'
Inv(M)
i
A
k.
16
17
i`
1
rl 71—
d
INNER PRODUCT; The Inn er p roduct of t wo vectors Vj and V2 1s
wr i tteni
<VJ $ V2>
EXPRESSIONSI Arithmetic o perations between scalars,
vectors	 and	 matrices	 are	 donated	 In	 oonventlonal
mathematical notation whenever Dosslble, Consequently, a
parti cular symbol, such as *r can mean different operat ions
depending upon the context.
EUCLIDEAN NORM; The length of a vector V (Euclidean
norm) Is wrlttens
IIVII
INTEGER FUNCTION; The Int eg er Dart of a real number X
(Ise,	 the g reatest Inte g er not exceedin g X) Is writtenc
UP
SUMMATIONI The sum of an expression over an Index
variable	 Is written	 usin g two llnesi the first containing
the word 11 sum91 followed by the ex p reaalona and the second
line containin g
 the name and ran g e of the Index of summation
under the word "sum p , Usin g this notat i ons the product of
two matrices A and B would be written!
CCIsJ^
	
	 sum AC1pk3.*BCk,J3
15kSn
INTEGRATION: The I nte g ra l o f an ex p ression	 Is wr itten
^.+-;,.r^....a.c..,...,,, q..!Sp..v^-cr..w.-,....y -. ._..- 	 ......•. 	 .-.. .._-r.;^1,^'-y"f.T._. 	 -+r	 ♦ 	 ..	 ..	 _.	 r.	 r	 •, ,.	 ..	 ...	 ..F	 r ...•
1
^	 1
analo go usl y to a sum, The Inte g ral of function f(x) over
the range C - 1,i) Is writtenl
Inte g ra l f(x)
1 4 D VOCABULARY
Some 0  the words used J.n tnls dissertation are
uncommonp some are locallams, and some are highl y technical,
Therefore, Some Such wards are defined:	 f
albedo - The ratio of the reflected li ght to the	 Incident
li g ht	 normal	 to a surface,
	
A white Lambertlan
Surface, normal to the Incident sunil g ht,	 would have
an albedo of one,
apoa p Sls o aeo g ee - The p aint In the orbit moat distant from
the Planet,
parla p sis - Peri g ee- The point In the orb!" closest to the
Planet,
p ixel ° Abbrevlatlon for " p icture alemant"# referrin g to the
Il ght valve at a.-point I n a ploturel
The next four cha pters descrios	 In	 detail
	
the
technlaEues for normalIzIn g
 and re g isterin g Images,
18
CHAPTER 11
GEOMETRIC IMAGE NORMALIRATION BY OI DEAD RECKONING"
Imams normalization by "dead reckoning" refers to
techni q ues which g ecmetrloall y and photometrically register
Ima g es usin g only calibratio n Information such as camera
p osition and Orientation# oamarm aensitivl ty : etc,	 rather
than Information contained within th e
 rages themselves,
The q uali ty of such normalization techni q ues Is determined
by the qualit y of the calibration information,	 For Mariner
B and 7a	 errors	 In the calibration result In a geometric
misra g istration of 5 to 10 pixels (25 to 50 kllomaters on
the surface),
PROBLEMI Given two	 Ima g es	 taken	 from	 different
o p aceoraft (camera)	 p ositions and orientations# possibly
from different s p acecraft (cameras!, geometrioaily 'transform
the r a g I o n In each Ima g e which is common In the e p ene (on
the surfac g of the planet) so that the two Images can be
compar e d p ixel by pixel,
19
r,
DEFINITION( An IM929 id a rQal function of two variables
Ftu#v)	 PePFSB t r.if^,3	 th,.	 li g ht
 Intensit y r ecelved at point
(us y) on the	 p# ,r^:s94k
	 s am e 	 Ima g in g devloe	 ta g ,	 a
camera),
All of th,. `wzgL scannin g
 systems of Interest # however,
are discrete sy::`sms which quantlze the li ght level at a
fixed number tog, 512) of Intenal.t y
 levels aver a fixed
rectan g ular arra y of pclMt g (e g # 945 x 702),
Such discrete Ima g in g systems # furthermore #
 encode the
li g ht level Integrated over an area rather than at a Point,
This Integration can be formalized aai
F(x# y )	 In t e g ral t f(u#v) * g(xeu#y-v))
^M<u,v6+-
where f Is the Intensity funotlon at a point and g Is the
" p oint s p read" funatlon of the Ima g in g device ( Rosenfeld
C1469 3 rp 4 4 )# which Is usuall y ad j usted by o ptical or
electronic defocusin g
 to minimlze the errors due to allasing
I ntroduced by di sc rete sampli ng .
In terms of scene coordinate®# there 	 exist	 two
oeom®trio transformations T1 and T2 which ma p
 coordinates of
p oints In the Ima g es I1 and I2 Into soene eoordlnatesa	 suoh
that when (ul # v1) and tu2 # v2)	 represent the sane point
Tl(u3,vl) z Ixl y ; z) n T2(u2lv2)	 (281)
The next sections derIvs transformations	 T1	 and T2
u3ing	 g eometric models for	 the scans and cameras
4
ti
11 E A GEOMETRIC MODELS y
PROJECTIONS OF SCENES1	 A p rojection of	 a	 scene	 Is	 some
y
osometrla
	 ma pp in g 	 T(X,y,X) which	 ma p s the	 coordinates of
p oints	 In	 the	 3-D scans	 Into coordinates	 of	 the 2-0
oroJected
	
Image,	 Some points In the scene do	 not man to the
Rrojeoted	 Ima g e	 (eg g , points on	 the	 opoo3ite	 aide	 of an
object bein g viewed by the	 eye);
The most familiar oro j ecti.on	 is	 the	 perspective
	 i
oroJectlon (FIcr 2-1a), which ma p s the point Ps In the 3-D
scene Into the p oint PI which la the Intersection of the
Ima g e plains and the stral0t line through the Ions center 0
and Ps, If there Is any other point Pc on the line between
0 and Ps i then Ps ja said to be 14 ocaluded" by Pq l Occluded
p oints are riot map p ed to the Image plane,
Another	 useful
	 p rojection	 Is	 the	 orthographic
p rojection (F'I g ,	 2-1b) whloh ma p s the p oint Ps In the 3-0
scans Into the p oint PI such that Ps Is an the	 line normal
to the Ima g e plans at PI,
CAMERA MODEL! The camera can be g eom e tricall y modeled
:F
t
1
{
t
i
i
t
Si
I
ec'tive Projection
i
E
1
^S
SCENE
v
I
calnt (utv) on the	 Ima ge p lane, the camera records the
amount of	 li ght recelved from the s ce n e alon g the line
throu gh the lone center and point g uiv), Thus, the camera
Is saidd to g ene rate a p er s p e cti ve I ma g e of the scene,	 In
order to normalize
	 Ima ges taken from different camera
oo ltlons#
	
It	 Is	 MaC e ssary	 to determine the Boone
coordinates of points In the pe rspe c t ive Images,
.	 r. SCENE	 MODELS:	 Theoret l sallye	 g eneral	 soenes	 are easy to
model	 geometrically#
	
but	 In	 Practice	 this	 can be	 very
difflcult	 to	 acoomollsh,	 A	 very	 g eneral
	
class	 of	 scenes may
I be	 modeled	 by assumi ng 	 that the	 sc e n e 	Is made	 from ob jects
whose	 surfaces are	 ontaoue	 and	 are	 described	 by	 a functlon
H(iP y vz ) a ol	 A	 scene	 conslatin g 	 of	 a	 s phere	 of ra d ius	 r
`	 centored	 at	 the	 orig in	 can	 thus	 be	 modelad t
I	 H(x#y#z)	 xt2	 +	 yt2	 *	 z12	 s	 r^2	 0 (2,2)
The p lan a t Mars can be a pp roximated by	 an	 oblate spheroid
-} with	 e q uatorial	 radius	 Re gz 3393 1 4	 Km	 (equator	 In the xwy
t	 Plane r 	with	 z x O)	 and	 Polar	 radius	 R p ol z 3375,6	 km
r.-
(poles
k'.
along	 the	 z-axia),	 WIth	 this	 modal # 	H	 becomest
-,r
H(xty # z)	 $	 x^2	 *	 y12	 (z*Roq/Rpol)t2	 -	 Rsgt2, (2,3)
r ^
11,13 THE
	 INVERSE PERSPECTIVE PROJECTION
}
E
I'	 Inverse	 p roject ions 	 map	 coordinates	 of	 p o l nta	 In	 Images;	 i
wh1ch
	
are	 vrojeotlons	 of	 soonest	 back	 into	 coordinates	 In
25
l
r,
k	 i
the scene,	 Geometric modals for the scene
	 and	 the
oroJectlon are required In ord e r to Invert the Pro,Jectlon,
Y
j
The	 Inverse perspective Image projection
	 is	 the
Proj e ction	 from	 two	 dimen-nlonal
	
p ers p ective	 Image
coordinates to thr e e
 dimensional s p atial coordinates,	 This
p rojection map s Point (uov) In the p ers p ective Ima g e plane
to the closest p oint ( x gy lz) In the 3-0 scene which Is along
the line throu g h the lens center and (u t v), Any point along
that line Is given in c gLmara r e lativ e eoo p olnates (the	 lens
center is the orl g ln, with axes uov, and w) as a funotion of
the depth Parameter d as d # (uovrf}r where f	 is the	 Image
distanos of the camera (Fi g , 2-1c),
To transform camera relative coordinates Into scene
relative 000rdlnates, a linear transformation L is defined[
L(uovrw)) a R(u,vjwP + Pc	 (2,4)
where,
1) R Is m rotation matrix from camera s p ace orientation to
scene orientation, A pp endix A dc— tveb matrix R from
geometric calibration data,
2) PG	 Is the Position of the camera ra' :;, tivs to the
ori g in of the scene coordinate system,
Usin g	these definitionst	 the	 Inverse	 perspective
p ro.loo t ion T of point (u + v) is defined In scene coordinates
i
i
i
i
I
a
26
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J
by flndin q the unknown de p th parameter d such than
	
Y:	
T(urv)
	 L(d+r (urvif)')	 (2,5a)
R(d*Cu,vrf)') * Po	 (2.5b)
d*Rfurvrf) l + Po
	
(2t50)
i such that 0 0, d x min, and	 (216 )
0 = H ( T(Wrv) )	 (2,7a)
H ( d*R(urvrf)' + Pe ?	 (2,7b)
where the Primed vectors denote column veoto -rs.	 Equation
(2,5)	 re q uires that T(u,v)	 be a p ers p ective vlew of the
scene f rom a camera at position Po With orientatlon defined
by R and with Ima g e distance fr	 E q uation (2r7a) requires
that T(urv) be a point In the scsn $ r and (2,6) re q uires that
t^
It be the p oint closest to the camera,
IN
Using the above deflnitlonse t he Persp ective P roJectlon
T r is the Inverse of T and can be defined as follows:
	
5	 Let the transformation T" be deflnedl
I f
(upv? ) f s Tt ' ( xrY;z 1 	 (2110R)
then, the p er's p ectIve vroJeotlan T f Is deflned ast
^u,v?
T f (XtY oz) m f	 (2110b)
W
Note that wed*fv
I I,C SPECIAL CASES OF THE INVERSE PERSPECTIVE PROJECTION
f
Eouatlons (2,5-2,7) are In general	 ver y dlffloult to
solve because of the com p lexity of He	 This section derlyao
l	 their solution for	 the spec l a I 	 cases of spherical	 and
.	 spheroldral scene madelsr
i
SOLUTI ON
 FOR A SPHERE;	 The	 Inverse	 pe rspecti ve 	 t
transformation p roblem Can be easll y solved for known camera
oosltlan and orienta tion
 
with respect to a s p here,	 In
particular,	 for a sphere of ratdlus r oentered at the scene
orI g Ine, we have for a g iven p oint P on the sphere:
1 1PIl r r, Joel	 Pxt2*Pyf2+P?t2 R rt2,	 (2,11)
	
i
Sot
	
g iven the perspective p roJeoticn of P	 In	 Image
coordinates (u,v)t wQ know thatt {
I
29
0 = ijT(urv)lI r 2 - r 4 2	 (2ti2a)
x I IR(d*(usv, W )*Pollt2 . r f 2	 (2tl2b)
°^ I I R I I^2'= i I ds {^d^vrt^}' I f f2	 (2,320)
+ 2*<R(d* (uavrf) 1 )r P 0
+ 11Po11,?2 m r*2
a dt2	 II(u rvrf) I142	 (2fl2d)
* 2*d * <RtUiv1f)1FPo}
* H Pall 42 - r+2
d is found by solvin g the Quadratic equations
d a ( - b - sg r t(b42 p4aa*c))/(2*a)	 (2133)
where
it C II(urvef)1142 a uF2*v +2+f $ 2	 (2t34n)
b F 2*<R ( urvjf ) 1 #Po> 	 (2,34b)
o = II P cl1 ? 2°r 4 2	 (2,140}
The smaller solution (- agrt) of the quadratic e q uation	 is
the onl y meaningful	 one slnoe the p oint on the sphere
i , corresponding to the
	 lar ger solution	 Is at a greeter
distance from the cameras and Is therefore occluded by the
point oorree ponding to the smaller solutlone Complex
solutions correspond to camera, rays whloh do not Intersect
k	
f
the sphere,
i
SOLUTION FOR AN SPHERDI p i The solution for at sphere
easil y 	 generalizes	 to	 a s p heroid by	 Introducin g an
3
i^
eccentriolt y conatant a alon g t he ZAaxls (North to Scuth
pole axis) much that:
x +2 .+ y*2 * (0 0 2) 42 a r 4 2	 (Z^S}
If the eccentricity matrix E is deflned aal
1 0 0
E e 0 1 0	 (2916)
0 0 0
th an
 d Is found by solvin g the following q uaa;dratlo equation:
0 a I IE*T(utv)I 1 4 2 - rR2	 (2,174a)
= IIE*(R(d*(u#vPf) )+Pcllt2 - r42	 (2137b)
d 4 2 * iIE*R(uavaf)li* 2 	(2jl7c)
+2*d *<E*R(u#vsf ):E(Po)>
+IIE(Ro)I} T 2 - rt2
11,13 LXAMPLES OF GEOMETRIC NORMALIZAT I ON
	
This section contains e xam p l es of	 the	 geometric
normali zat ion techn I cues ap p l I aad to f aa.r-enoounter Mariner 7
Pictures of Mars,	 Theas pictures were taken when the	
I
	
sp ace craft was suffici ent l y
 
iar from Mars to see the enti re
	}
disk of the planet,
fi g ure 2-3 shows the disk of tha planet (the circle)
with the north p ale at the too as seen from an orthographic
p rojection In the direction 0 latitude,	 0	 lon g ltwde	 (l,a,
30
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J
(0 Iat,o 0 lon g ,) Is the center of the circle!, The dotted
lines surroundin g the clrole Indicate the outlines of two
Octuras which are desIgmated 7F75 and 7F'78o The vectors In
the circle Indicate the dlrectlDn to the s p acecraft and the
sun from the central points of the two PIctureop The square
Indicates the area on the surface for whloh an orthographic
p roJeotlon of each olo'turs will be generated,
Fi g ure 2-4a s h ows the urea of the Picture 7F'75 (the
dotted area) which Is specified by the square In fi gure 2-3,
The rectan g le is the 945x702 p ixel outline of p lature 7F'75,
f
Similarl y , fi g ure 2- 4 b shows the area of 7F'78 which Is to be
ortho g ra p hicall y projected,
Fi g ures 2-5a and 2-5b show the Pictur e s 7F75 an-d 717780
as seen f rom the snacocrafts	 Note that the orator (NIx
olymoloa)e which Is In the u p per middle p art of 7F75, Is	 In	 }
the u pp er ri ght p art of 717 78 1	 This Is because the planet
I
rotated by 34 de g rees between the two p ictures,	 A scale
factor difference Is also obvious,
Figures 2-6n and 2-6b show the ortho g raPhlo Projeotlon
of aaoh	 Ima ge as s p ecified b y fi g ures 2-3 1 2-4a, and 2-4b.
In these normalized Pictures, the crater 	 loo p s about the
same, and various features match, 	 However, there is a
definite	 g eometric	 error	 In the	 registration of	 these
images,
31
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ACCURATE GEOMETRIC REGISTRATION OF NORMALIEEQ IMAGES
II I sA FORMA. DEFINITION OF GEOMETRIC MISRE_GISTRATION
5
Let us sup pose that we	 have	 two	 geometrically
.a
normalized	 Ima g es	 ( FIrTI)	 and	 ( l"2jT2)	 where the Ti are
transformations from Ima ge coordLnates to actual 3-5pace
aoordlnatess,	 rather than those credloted by Chapter II,
which contain errors due to the oamera and soave models,:
E
The FI	 are the	 intenalty f unctions In the Images, The
Images are said to b e " g eometr ica l-l y m1are g laterad" at paint
i
Iu,v) ifs
T3(urv) 0 T2(u#v)
	 t3,^)
We will de f lme two	 fvnotlohs du( uov)	 and dv(uov)	 which
	 #
i
represent the m1 saI i gnment of two Ima g es In the a and v
directions res p ectivel y as a function of the p osition In the
Images aus
(du(urv):dv(UPV))	 i(duedv ) ; TI(Litv) e T2(u+dut y+dv))	 (3,2)
F
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Fi g ure 2-4b
7F'78 Window
.j
i
rFigure 2 -5a	 Figure 2-5b
7177 5 Orl g lmal	 71778 Origlmal
F i g ure 2-6a	 Figure 2-6b
71775 Normalized	 7F78 Nor malizedm
ea SrO	 Y•
RePK°avat^ab^e c°P
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a
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K.
These misali g nment functions tell us that,	 g iven A point
(u:v)	 In	 Ima g e 1,	 this same Point
	 In the scene Is at
(u+duov*dv) In Ima g e 2t
If we have the misali gnment functions ieffned at every
Point In the discrete Images #
 then we can deflne A new Image
CM T3) which Is exactly re g istered with Ima g e I as follows:
F3(uav) $ F2(u + du(uov)r y *dv(u,v))	 (3e3)
I: (assuming an ade q uate model for F2 between data pQlnts)
M u,v)	 T2(u*du(u ► v)jv+vv(uev))	 (3e4)
s TI( urv)
The next sections emPIrlcallY derive the misalignment
functions for a Pair of Images,
IileB MODEL FOR MISREGISTRATION
.' Because of g eometrlo errors p rimaril y In the Mariner
1 69 camera model (camera p osition and orientation), Images
which have been g eometrically normalized by „ dead reokoningil
	
T	 are not exactl y
 reglsterede
	 I t can be shown that small
errors in the camera, model cause Primarily a translational
misali g nment between g eometrioall y normalized Ima g es,	 There
1.	 are also s mall rotational and scale factor	 errors,	 Higher
order	 errors mi g ht exist duo to realdual distortions In the
.CJne might observe
	 that g iven	 two	 Images which are
a p nroxfmatel y	aligned,	 people	 ver y	easily match	 most
features (such as o rators) which corres p ond,	 However#
	 the
mechanisms
	 used	 In	 Image matching by p eo p le are not
neoessarll y those best for automatic
	
Image ali g nment by
computer,
The	 Predominantly	 tranelatlonel	 nature	 of	 the
misall g nment	 of	 Images
	 su gg ests that, when local areas In
Images are ao p roorlatoly translated, the Ima g es will	 match,
If	 the	 two	 Images	 were	 taken under sufficiently 3lmllar
p hotometric conditions (such as Illuminatlon, color filters,
etc,)	 then the q uality of the match can be measured by
statistical cross correlation, 	 The	 re g istration	 technique
which
	 has
	 been	 develo p ed	 Is	 to maxlmlze the local cross
correlation of the ima g es as a function of	 the	 translation
of one Ima g e with respect to t h e other,
An aiternative p rocedure would be to search one	 Image
for a distinct feature such as a crater or some other
t000graphle features and then search the second Ima rae 	 In a
p redicted	 arse	 for	 the same	 feature,	 Such feature
reco g nition, however, reaulres that each Ima g e which	 Is	 to
be ali g ned contain the necessary numbor (and q uality) of the
ty p es of features which can be reeognlxoo, 	 Ex p erience with
a	 crater	 finder [z7 shows that In order to reilatbly locate
craters, the contrast of the crater rims must be g ood#	 and
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that the si g nal-to-noise ratio mast be hi gh. Even when
those aondltlons are meta the cross oorrelatlon alignment
procedure seems to be sunerloro becaus e of Its relative
Insensitivit y to different types of terrain and to noise,
There also appears to be no Inherent speed advanta ge for a
featur e detector, One outstandin g virtue of a crater finder
Would be the abilit y to locate craters and develo p a 3mD
de p th model so that the ohotometrl.o arrors due to crater
slo p es could be remo y ed t	Such slop es: however, cause
si g nificant errors onl y when the	 Illumination and vlawing
an g les are quite different between the ploturea being
registered,
	Cross correlation maximization	 was	 selected	 for
g eometric	 ali g nment,	 because	 of	 Its si mo llolt y and
applicablllty to v a r y in g terralrnel
1
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C13 A crater f inder was develo p ed wh ich	 looks for h i gh
contrast edges which contain 	 lar g e circular arcs, Many
craters are reco g nIxed by the fracticn of their rim which Is
a hi g h contrast crescent, The outside curve of the crescent
n
	
Is a oiroular aro w1th a pp roximately the same radius and
Gorrela 'tlon Is a statistical
	
measure of agreement
between two functi ons, 	For two random va riabl e s X and Y
defined or, a discrete set of n Points, their normalized
ores $
 correlation (cor) Is defined In terms of the means (E)
and standard deviati ons ( sd) a,si
/V	
E(X*Y)	 E(X)*E(Y)
Co r 111 t Y) Q	 ( 3t5)
ad(X)
	
ad(Y)
where
E(X) m sum (XGm / n
	
(3t6)
1:51Sn
and
ad(X) x sor t ( E(XP2) - E(X) t 2 }	 (3t7)
To a p Pl y Oros $ correlatlon to an area of two images
with Intensity functions F1 and F2^ t he on* dlmonslonal sum
In eouatio n (3,6) becomes two.
 dimenslonalt and we make the
followin g definitions for the variables X and Y, Given
tu,v) as the center of a (2n+i)X(2n+i) area to be correlated
and a (dupdv) translation vector, define X and Y aei
X CItJ; x F1 (I+u w nvJ¢v 4 n.^ 0S1tj52n	 (3,8a)
Y&Io J l v F' 2( 1 +u- m+d u p j +x - n+dv)	 ( 3,Bb)
The normalized correlation funo'tion has the Prope rt y
that It does not Var y with the size of the correlation area,
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or with the means and standard d®vlatlonr of X and Y,
Suh.Ieotivsl y this g uarantees that the c orrelation function
Is not affected by the avera g e Intensit y
 l e v e l and lev e l	 of
oontrast	 In the window,	 The q uality of the correlation
measure Is, however,	 stron g l y related to slgnalwto"nolse
ratio,	 Increased	 n 'oise	 will	 Incroase the standard
deviations In equation (3 1 5) without Increasing the product
term E(X*Y),
This effect can be derived b y assuming that th e two
windows are	 Identical exce p t for uncorrelated noise,	 'then
v	 they can be represented)
X 9 B+ N1 ? Y e 2+ N2	 (319a)
Where 2 Is the "true" value of wlndow j	If N1 and N2 are
uncorrelated noise, and have the same standard deviations,
then, the cross correlation of X and Y Ist
E((Z+Ni) * (Z+N2)) N E(Z+Nl)*E(Z+N2)
cor(X ► Y)	 a .............. ..a......,..MM-"" ----- -.,A	 (3,9b)
sd(R +N1) * sd(Z+N2)
a	 tl4a.MN.r NYbNNtlq^l^wR.A1WMA.P^l NCR (3,90)
sd(E+Nl) * sd(E+N2)
N var(V /vartZ +N)	 (319d)
x I - var(N)/var(R+N?	 (3190)
where var Is the varlanee,	 Hi g h uncorrelated no.lse	 levelsf #
`E	 consequently will
	
decrease the value of the Garralatlon
Efunct,lon,
	
Thla su ggests that the correlation function
should be evaluated onl y In areKs wh e re the standard
deviations of the windows are slonifloantl y g reater than the
standard deviation of the nolsef and that the search for
maximum ccrr*1Rti0n should find a correlation Yaalue
aoRr cx imat e l y eq ual to the value of e q uation (3,9e),
For a desired level of correlation q uallty l the window
size can be adjusted accor d in g to the	 local standard
deviations of the two I mnges,	 Increasin g the window  size
(I t s, Increasin g
 n) excessively will cause p oor results due
to non-translational (rotation an6 scale factor) dlstortlons
hetween the two images (A pp endix d),
I1I 1 0 LOCAL CROSS COR ULATION MAXIMIZATION TO DETERMINE
LOCAL MISREGISTRATION
Analyses of the errors In the Mariner 6 and 7 geometric
model show that Ima g es which are normalized by "dead
reckonin g " should oontain p rImarll;Y translational errors in
alignment with smaller rotational and scale factor errors,
The results In tables and figures 3-1 to 3m7 confirm this
orealctione
	
and show that constant translational errors
dominate o t her errors by a factor of more than 1011, 	 The
p resence	 of non » transiatlo'nal errors p uts an upper limit on
the size of the (2n+1) x(2n+1) oorrelation window,
I
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Wherefore, to ali g n two Images using oorrslatlon: It Is
suffic ient to find the ( dur dv ) trans l a p t I on of ones Image with
respect to the other which maximizes the value o f the
correlation function around each p oint (u:v) In the Images,
ThIs (durdv) tra nslation IS called the "misali gnment vector"
for the area of correlation centered at (uov), It has not
been necessary to max ) mlze the correlation with respect to
other p arameters such as rotation and scale factor chances,
because the ma g nitudes of these errors are small relative to
translational
	
errors #	 and It In p ossible to find the local
aorreiatlon maxlmum usin g o nl y translations. These higher
order arror4 are found when many different misallgnment
vectors are modeled over the entire Ima g e as described In
IIIIE,
SEARCH FOR MAXIMUM • STRATEGIES: The Subject of this
section Is to d e scribe two different strate g ies to search
for the translation vector which p roduces the maximum
correlation between two Ima g es, The p redominant constant
translational misali g nment sugg es ts that t he search for
maximum correlation should be confined to the neighborhood
of that p redominant error vector,
The p rimar y reason for considering 	 these	 search
strate g ies	 Is to reduce the number of evaluations of the
is f
	
	 correlation funetlon and thus Imp rove the cerformanoe of the
Ima g e re g istration system,
1
^l
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The	 ali g nm e nt	 strate g ie s Ara:
1)	 Global	 strate g yt	 determine	 the p redominant	 global
misali g nment	 of	 the	 two	 Images,
2?	 Local
	
strate g y:	 detarmine	 the	 l o cal misali g nments	 of	 the
two	 Ima g es	 b y	 soarch In9 	 In limited	 neighborhood s
p redlcted	 by	 the	 g lob:, )	 misali g nment model,
r
f,
' GLOBA L SEARCH
	 STRATEGY1	 The	 purpose of	 the	 global
search	 strate g y	 Is	 to	 oae.roh
	
for	 the translation	 vector
which	 p roducss	 the	 maxlmwm correlation
w
between	 two
	 Images
s	 I
t w1thout	 knowledge	 to	 limit	 the search	 to	 a	 small
neighborhood,	 Because	 the	 correlation function
	 la	 evaluated
onl y	at	 Inte g er	 values	 of	 the	 (du,dv) dlsplaoement	 vector,
.:, the	 g lobal	 search	 strate gy 	 co u ld be	 Im p le ment ed	 by
exhaustive	 evaluatlon
	
of	 the	 correlation function	 at	 all
Inte ger	 translatlons,	 However,	 some anaiysls
	
of	 the
correlati on 	 funct ion, 	 and	 the	 areas of	 the	 Ima g es	 being
K
correlated # 	shows	 that	 one	 can	 limit the	 number	 of
^  of	 the c orrel ationfunct	 one va l uati on s 	 I considerably,lye
If one knows the shar p ness of the correlation peak and
Its am p litude relative to other relative teaks, than one can
determine a search g rid s p aolne which will g uarantee finding
the absolute p eak,
	
If for Instancea the absolute peak Is k
unl is wida at the level of any other r#I atIv e p eak, 'then the
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3global search can be carried out on K kxk g rid, reducin g the
number of evaluations of the corr e lati on
 function by a
factor of 02 ( see figure 3`0a) t Various Parameters (such
as window size, spat ial
 avera g in g a etc,) can be adjusted to
broaden the peak sufficiently to allow flexible choice of
the g rid s pacin g (Fi gs, 3 w 0o and 3 ®Cd show the effects of
spatial flitorino on carrelatlon),
F	 ^'
If one wants to search for the y
 correlation maximum by
evaluating the correlation function o n l y at points on a kxk
p ixel g rid, then the sampling theorem says that one should
limit the fre q uency s p ectrum of the correla t ion function to
s patial	 wavelen g ths	 lon g er	 than 2k p ixels,	 This	 Is
successful onl y if the Pow e r s p ectra of the two Ima ges have
sufficient power at spat ial wavel en g ths 	l on g e r than Rk
nlxels, The dlsadvanta g e of low pass spatial filtering Is
that hlgh s patial f re q uenc y Informatlon i which usuall y best
characterizes to p ogra p hic features, Is losto Therefore, a
search for the	 local	 correlation maximum of unfiltered
Ima g es I s desirable In a limited nei ghborhood around the low
frequenc y Maximum,
LOCAL	 SEARCH	 STRATEGY:
	 when	 the	 predominant
translational misali g nment between two Ima g es is known, the
search for the local misali g nment oan be limited to a small
nelChborhnod, thus limitin g the number of evaluations of the
oorreiation function,
	
The	 local
	
search strate gy begins
43
searchin g 	for	 maximum	 correlatlon	 starting	 with	 a
translatlon vector w h ich Is p r e dicted by	 a	 misregistratlon
model based on the predominant global misregiatratlon vector
and	 p revlous	 local
	
re g istration	 vectors,	 The	 strategy
searches	 a	 limited
	
distance	 In	 8	 different	 directions
lookin g for s maximum,	 A hlil-climb	 search	 then	 follows,
until	 a	 (du,dv)	 oolnt	 is found such that all 8 neighbors
g ive a lower correlation value,
MOUELING THE
	
CORRELATION FUNCTION A T 	NON-INTEGRAL
TNANSLATIONSi	 Given
	
the values of the correlation function
at a discrete set of Inte g er translations, it 1s	 useful	 to
model
	
the	 function
	
at	 non-Integral	 translations	 using
lnter p olatlon or, souivalentl y o fittin g linear	 oombinatlons
of funetlons (such as p ol ynomlals), to the data,
In p articular, one can fit a aolynomlal In 2 	 variables
to the correlatlon function at known translations, and solve
for the maximum of the polynomial,	 The method chosen was tc
use	 a	 least	 5ouare3	 fit	 of an Nth order p olynomial In 2
varlables, and solve for Its maximum using 	 a	 2-dimenslonal
generalization	 of	 Newton's	 method	 (Kowailk	 014683	 pc,
65-71) In the vicinity o f the maximum em p irical value of the
correlatlon function,
Although It Is difflCUlt to pr o v e that the	 correlatlon
function	 can beat be a p oroxlmated In thls fashion. there is
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some evidence that It cant
1) Em p irical	 evidence:	 Increasin g
 Nr	 the order of	 the
Polynomials fit to the correlation surface, produces
q uintu p les	 (uC13rvClarduCl3rdvCl2roCi3)	 which	 are
better modeled by section III,E
	 In terms of RMS
error (the cCl3 are the values of
	 the correlation
functlon which are used as wei g htin g
 coefficients
for the least squares fit In section III,E),
29 Theoretical evidence: The correlation function tends to
be smooth and radiall y s y mmetric about Its maxlmum
value (see fi g s, 3-Oa to 3 wOd)r From the Fourler
anal y sis point of vlew, the Fourler transform of the
correle.lon surface Is the produot of the Fourier
transforms of the two Imagea (complex conjugate of
one of them),	 If the two	 ima g es correlate well,
then	 the
	 correlation surface
	 Is approximately
equivalent to the autocorrelation surfaces of either
of the Images, which tend to be radiall y symmetric,
If both Images have most of thalr spectral power at
low	 sRatlal	 fre q uencleer	 then the correlation
surface will also have most of Its s p ectral pother at
low s patial frequencies; and the correlation surface
will be corres p ondin g l y smooth and broadly peaked
f
	
around the nominal misre g istratlon vector,
F
4
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EXPLANATION OF FIGURES 3-0a,baoad= These fi g ures show
wIndvws from p zIrs of Pictures# and cross seatIons of the
correlation surface	 In the vicinity of	 the correlation
maximum, These cross sections are g ra p hs of the value of
the correlation function with one of the variables dx and dy
chan g in g and the other constant,
Fi g ure 3-Oa shows the correlation function for a window
containin g the crater Nix Glympl.oa, The crude 3000 pixel
windows are data from the p ictures 717 75 and 717 78, The first
g ra p h is the oorrelatlon function with dx chan g in g and dy W
8 1 The second gra ph shows the correlation function with dy
chan g in g and dx = 35, The correlation surface Is modeled by
fittin g a second order p ol ynomial In dx a nd dy to points
around the correlation p eak (dx 4 351 dy	 'Id, The maximum
coTnt on this surface Is found to be (dx	 8,0$ i dy = 35,38)
attalnin g	a	 correlation	 value	 of	 0750	 usin g 	a
two-dimensional Newton's method,
F'Igure 3nOb shows an area which does not contain any
oarticular	 features,	 The correlation function In this area
Is also smooth and symmetric,
Fi g ures 3 w0c and 3-Od show the behavlor of	 the
correlation function when	 low frequency	 Information	 Is
removed from a p icture (these areas ar e from different
Mariner	 6 and 7 p ictures),	 Fi g ure 3-0c Is the correlation
^: r
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function for an area containing se+ser al 	 craters,
	 Fig u r e
3-0a shows the oorrelation function for the same area after
low s patial fre q uencies have been removed (subtractin g
 the
loca l avera g e Intensit y comp uted over a 10x10 area from each
point).	 Removin g low s patial
	
fre q uencies clearl y
	reduces
the width of the odrrelation peaks
111,E MODELING THE MISREGISTR4TIO N
 AS A FUNCTION OF POSITION
IN THE IMAGE
There are several
	 alternative methods available for
modeling the misalignment functions, 	 One method Is Mth
order inter p olation (usuall y M x2) in 2	 variables
	 In	 focal
regions of the Ima g es,	 Another method (which was chosen) Is
to fit pol ynomials In 2	 variables to the entire set of
misali g nment vectors,	 and then minlmixe the mean squared
error between the p olynomials and the em p irical data points
(the method of least s q uares),	 Interpolation Is g ood If the
errors In the em p irlcal data paints are small (that iso the
correlation search alwa ys works well)r and If there are
enou g h data p oints to adequately cover the entire Image,
Pol y nom ial	 fits to the entire Ima g es were chosen because
they have g oad smoothing p ro p erties on noisy data,
The misre g lstration functions du(u,v) and dv(u,v)	 are
em p iricall y	derived	 from	 n	 quintu p les of	 the
	
form
F i"	 (uCl3 ► vClJ,du[l7sdvCl ] rcEIJ ) s	 where	 ( duCl],dvCl^)	 Is	 the
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translation vector which maxlml.xes the correlation 003
between the 2 Ima g es over A window centered at (uEl3#vC13),
For slmollolty r these functions were ohoosn to be Nth order
polynomials in 2 variables of the forms
du(urv) ; sum A CIrJ^*U f I *v*J 	 ( 3110)
0SI+J<N
Tha uradltional least squares ap p roach Is to ohoose du(urv)
such thatt
sum (du(uCk1+vCk^. )-duck Pt2 ¢ min	 (3411)
k
& sum C sum AC I rJ? *uCk3f l *VERB tJ w duCkJ) 4 2	 ( 3 112)
k 10 
This least s q uares problem de g enerates to the solution of mn
(N+1)*(N+2)/2 order system of li n ear e q uations, The
nol y nomlal for dv Is conatruot u d similarly,
The RMS error of the p ol y nom l.a l fit to the emplrloal
data Poin t s Is a g ood measure of whether the order N of the
polynomials Is high enou gh, and If In fact Polynomials are
the aP ProP rlate functions to fit to the data, To account
for the number of de g reee of freedom In the p olynomial	 fit,
the following measure Is used$
p^
(du(uClt3,vCk1)-duCk3)t2 	
T
s g rt C sum ----------------------- ) 	 ,3,13)
k	 Nk - (N+i)*(N+2)/2
where Nk Is the number of data points,
^i
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since the emp irical data
a surface,	 we would	 like
surface everywhere as well as
Is to fit p ol ynomials to one
measure the RIBS error between
samplin g
 of the surface$
Points r®present a sam p lin g of
tA9 pol ynomials to model that
s am p le po lntse
	
A useful	 test
set of sam p le Points, and than
these p ol y nomials and another
1.
The	 above	 least
	 s q uares	 bl-varlate	 polynomial
ap p roximations have been used successfully to modal the
misrs g lstra.tlon vectors between Images,
	 Tables 3m1 to 3m5
and fi g ures 3-1 to 3-7 show some actual misregistration
vectors and the results of fittin g p ol y nomials of	 various
orders,
The tables contain the misali g nment vectors (UUrDV)
which maximize the correlation funotion over a 21x21 pixel
winnow centered at polnts (UrV),
	
GDR Is the maximum value
of	 the	 c o rrelation	 function,	 The	 residual error vector
(DUerr#DVerr)	 Is the difference between the	 empirical
(DU#DV)	 vector and the vector predicted by the polynomial
model,	 Ilerrorll Is the	 Euclidean	 norm	 of	 the	 residual
error vector,
The
	
figures gra p hi0all y show
	
the	 data	 In	 the
corres p ondin g tablese	 The square on the left re p resents the
entire area of the 200x200 pixel p ictures,	 The vectors
	 In
the s quare start at points (U;V) and have	 len g th and
50
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direction (1O*DUerr,1O*DVerr), The Single dl g it at MV)
represents the value of the correlatlon maximum (i,a, 	 20%
to 29% In represented by 2),
	
The circle represents residual
errors of one Standard deviation,	 The endpolnts of the
residual vectors (DUerr,DV e rr) are plotted relative	 to the	 F
canter of the circle.
Tables and fl gures 3-1 to 3-3 show residual
	
errors
before bad misre g istratlon vectors have been eliminated by
i t ur^de r removal" ( exp l a I rued l ate r) ,	 Tab l e and	 f.l g ur a	 3-1
show the reaidual errors from zero order p ol ynomial fits to
5
14 data p oints,	 The predominant translational	 error	 Is
DU =34 and 009 p ixels.	 The wei g hted RMS err o r I s 5,25
p ixel s # where data points are wei g hted acoordin g to their
E
correlation value COR,	 The corrected error of equation
(3,13) Is 5 , 65 p ixels,	 To oom p are the q uality of	 the	 fit,
these corrected errors will be used,	 fable and figure 3-2
show the residual errors from first order p ol y nomial fits to
the same data points,	 The correcte d error, which Is 4,47
pixels, has not been reduced much, 	 Table and fi g ur e 3 - 3
show the	 residual
	
errors from a second order fit, 	 The
corrected error Is 4,25 p ixels, which is not a 	 slgnifloant
reduction,
Tables and figures 3=4 and 3-5 show residual
	 errors	 s
after
	 4	 "blunders „ have been removed,	 Blunders are
J_a
misr«glstratlon vectors which do not fit any systematic
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modal, These vectors result from cross correlatin g
 areas
where these Is some form of s y stematic difference between
the p ictures such as cloudsp or crater "shadows" which have
roved due to changes in Illumination, These blunders are
removed by finding residuals (DUerr f
 OVerr) which are large,
and do not cluster with the other residuals,
Table and figure 3-4 show the residual errors after a
first	 order	 fit,	 The corrected error Is now 1,03 pixels,
The second order fit of table and fi gure 3-5 has a higher
corrected error of 1,18 pixels,
Figures 3-6 and 3-7 show the residual errors from first
and second order p ol ynomial fits to a much lar ger (about 60
oolnts) set of misalignment vectors, after blunder	 removal,
The	 first order	 fit has a corrected error of 1,26 pixels,
which is fairl y consistent with	 figure 3.4,	 The second
order	 fit has a	 corrected error of 1,0" p ixelar which Is
somewhat better than the first order fit,
i
Is
S FROM TABLE 3-1,
I
1
TABLE 3-1.
POLYNOMIALS FIT TO ORDER 0 BEFORE BLUNDER REMOVAL.
OU(U,V ) R 34,34
DV(UPV ) x 81991
U v DU DV COR DU	 err DV err Ilerrorll
m60 -60 30,1.6 10,73 168 -4,17 1.,73 4,52
-60 -20 32,01 20,73 1 87 .2, 33 11., 74 11,, 97
-60 20 32,00 10 0 00 '00 -2,34 1001 2,55
-60 60 32,88 9181 174 •1,46 ,82 1,67
-20 - 6 0 33,92 4,89 f25 -141 -4,10 4,12
-20
-20 31 1 77 8170 ,88 -2,56 -,29 2,58
-20 20 31,07 7150 182 .3,27 -1,49 3,60
A 20 60 30,67 6166 f87 -3,47 -2,33 4,18
20 -60 37,17 7168 077 2,83 -1,31 3,12
20 -20 36.13 8169 , 79 1079 -130 1181
20 20 35,65 6168 f71 1,31 -2,31 2,66
20 60 35,18 6,57 185 185 -2,42 2,56
60 -60 38,00 7100 100 3,66 -1,99 4,17
60 -20 41,11 6,00 153 6177 -2 1 99 7140
60 20 41 1 63 9123 ,51 7,29 124 7,29
60 60 39,1.0 5146 130 4976 -3 0 54 5,93
TOTAL WEIGHTED RMS ERROR= 5,25
tTABU 3-2
POLYNOMIALS FIT TO ORDER 1 BEFORE BLUNDER REMOVAL
QU(UeV) = 34 0 78	 * 0 76389- 1*X - ,88290 - 2*Y
DV( U ► V) = 8,783 56170-1*X -,1997@.I*Y
U V DU D4' COR DU	 err DV	 err llerrorl)
- 60 x-60 .	 30,16 10,73 .68 -,56 -2,63 2,69
-60 - 2 0 32,0.1 20.73 ,87 1,64 8,18 8,34
40 64E 20 32,00 jo l 0Q! .00 1,98 -1.75 2,64
-60 60 32,88 9,81 174 3,21 -1,15 3,41
-20 -60 33,92 4,89 ,25 ,14 406.21 6121
-20 -20 31,77 8,70 188 -x.,66 -1.61 2,31
W20 20 31, 07 7150 ,82 -2,01 -2.01 2,84
-20 60 30,87 6,66 187 -1.66 402,05 2,76
20
-60 37,17 7168 ,77 933 -1,18 1,22
20 -20 36,1,3 806 9 179 -,36 .63 ,73
20 20 35,65 6068 071 -.48 -,58 476
'20 60 35, 18 6 0 57 185 - 4 60 . 1 1 161
60 -60 38,0,1 7,00 .00 -1,90 ,39 1,94
60 - 2 0 41,11 6100 ;53 1,56 ,19 1.58
60 20 41,63 9,23 151 2,44 4.21 4487
60 60 39.10 5,46 1130 .26 1,24 1,27
TOTAL W EIGHTED RMS	 ERROR= 3,51
t
3
1
}
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3
C11[1]= 34.78.CUrL]= 0.7%
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FIGURE 3-2 RESIDUAL. ERRORS FROM TABLE 3-2
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TABLE 3-3
POLYNOM MS FITT TO ORDER 2 BEFORE BLUNDER REMOVAL.
OU(UrV) z 33,35+,08510*X+,88580 -3*X2
M,01250*Y-,3867@"3 *X*Y+161570 -4*Y2
OV(U ► V)= 8,861-,05670*X+,9649 @-3*X2
-.7672@-2*Y+,250$ @-3*X*Y- 191300-3 *Y2
U V DU Dv COR	 DES err QV	 err llerrorll
-60 -60 30,16 10173 068 -,84 - 3 40 9 3,20
-60 » 20 32,01 20 1 73 087 ,77 4,90 4,96
" 60 20 32,00 3.0,00 ,00 133 104,92 4,93
W60 60 32,88 9081 ,74 ,58 -1,28 1,41
-2o -60 33,92 4189 ,25 1,42 -2,96 3,28
-20 -20 31,77 8170 ,88 -135 -1,57 1,61
-20 20 31,07 7150 082 -086 -2,26 2,42
-20 60 30,87 6166 087 -1,07 ,33 1112
20 -60 37,17 7168 177 233 2,69 2,71
20 -20 36,13 8,69 ,79 1 29 ,89 094
20 20 35,65 6168 071 163 -1,02 1,19
20 60 35.16 6157 185 077 1,91 2,06
60 -60 38,00 7too ,00 .6,01 1.80 6,27
60 -20 41,11 6100 453 -1,27 -2,42 2,73
60 20 41,63 9923 ,53, ,67 151 185
60 60 39,10 5,46 830 -,62 -,63 089
TOTAL WEIGHTED RMS ERROR` 2,43
5	 2
F	 ^;
8
\S 	 7
3
^	 S
7
B
GLIC1]a 33.35,CVj13= 8.66
H.
	 Z STD DEV= 2,43
6
FIGURE 3-3 RESIDUAL ERRORS FROM TABLE 3-3
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TA^L:E 3-4
P%YNOMI AL.S F I T	 TO ORDER 1 AFTER BLUNDER REMOVAL
DU(UsV) = 34.04	 + ,1013*X -	 402093*Y
DV(U#V) = 7.738	 - ,0256*X -	 .11850*Y
U v DU DV COR	 DU err DV	 err Ilerrorii
-60 -60 30.16 10173 R68 095 .34 1101
-60 -20 32,01 20,73 .00 3.63 11,08 11,66
-60 20. 32,00 1 7, 00 '00 4,46 1,10 4 ,59
-60 60 32,88 9181 ,o0 6, 17 1,64 6,39
-20 -60 33,92 4,89 ,00 065 -4,47 4,51
-20 -20 31,77 8170 088 -,66 .08 ,67
-20 20 31,07 7150 ,82 -153 -,38 16 6
-20 60 30,87 6,66 187 .11 -,48 449
20 -60 37,17 7168 477 -,16 -.66 .66
20 -20 36.13 8169 0 79 -436 1.10 1,15
20 20 35,65 6168 .71 -.00 -.18 .18
20 60 35,18 6457 8 85 $ 7 ,46 159
60 -60 38,00 7,00 ,00	 m3.38 -,31 3.39
60 -20 41,11 6,00 .53 .56 -,57 .80
60 20 41,63 9423 .00 1,92 3940 3,90
60 60 39,!LO 5,46 030 .23 ,36 443
TOTAL WEIGHTED RMS ERROR= 172
7
`8  7
6
7
j
CUC13° 34 . 124,CV[1]= 7.74 i
r[=	 1.STI) DEV= .72
TABLE 3-5
POLYNOMIALS FIT TO ORDER 2 AFTER BLUNDER REMOVAL
DU(U,V)= 33,51+,1015 *X*.2499@-3 *X2
-.01951*Y+.16850-5*X*Y+,1330 @-3 *Y2
OV ( U, V) = 8 , 003-, 02 .22*X-,1,9490 -3+X2
-,01986*Y+,3108@3 *X*Yw.76190 -4 *Y2
U V DU DV COR	 DU err DV	 err llerroril
-60 -60 30.16 10 1 73 168 ,19 .11 .22
-60 -20 32,01 20 1 73 .ofd 3924 11.42 11.87
-60 20 32,00 10,00 ,o0 4.02 2,23 4.59
-60 60 32.88 9381 ,00 5125 3.82 6,49
-20 -60 33,92 4,89 ,00 169 -4,75 4.80
-20 •20 31, 77 8170 088 -,25 -,14 .29
-20 20 31,07 7150 1182 x.18 -,30 435
-20 60 30,87 6466 087 -,02 ,15 ,15
20 -60 37,17 7168 ,77 -,12 -.37 1139
20 -20 36,13 8169 079 ,04 .95 ,95
20 20 35,65 6168 971 135 -.52 .62
20 60 35.18 6157 085 ,23 .i6 .29
60 -60 38.00 7100 400 4 4,14 1,17 4.31,
60 -20 41,11 6100 053 ,17 -,02 ,17
60 20 41,63 9.23 300 3„46 3,25 3,57
60 60 39.10 5,46 930 -672 -.23 ,75
TOTAL WEIGHTED RMS ERROR= , 47
6 '^
® ^ S
t3 ^
B Q ^s
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7
rural- 33.51,CV[17- Me
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FIGURE 3-5 RESIDUAL ERRORS FROM FABLE 3-5
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FIGU R E 3-6 RESIDUAL ERRORS FROM POLYNOMIALS
FIT TO ORDER 1 AFTER BLUNDER REMOVAL
DU(U,V)- 34,20 + ,1083*X —,0141*Y
DV(U,V)a 7,299 - ,80980-2*X -,6235092*Y
.2 7--	 p
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W111n 33.2®.CU[1]= 7.29
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FIGURE 3-7 RESIDUAL ERRORS FROM POLYNOMIALS
FIT TO ORDER 2 AFTER BLUNDER REMOVAL
OU(U,V)= 33,20+,1174*X+,57890-3*X2
- , 01,50*Y+,1627@-4*X*Y+,1,3739-3*Y2
OV(U,V)= 7,294•-,8736P-2 *X - , 8608@-4*X?
-,59370-2*Y+a6i220-4*X*Y+,5104@-4*Y2
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III,F RENOSMALIZATION OF ONE IMAGE USING THE MISFIEGISTRATION
MODEL
Once the g eometric mlare g istratlon between two
normalized Ima g es A and B has b g en detected and modeled, a
new Image s' can be g enerated usin g this model such that SO
Is In g eometric alignment with Ima g e A accordin g to equation
3 1 3 1
	In p ractice,
	
this renulras the substitution	 of
u+du(upv)	 for u and v+dv(uov) far v In e q uations (2 1 12) to
(2,17),
F i g ur e s 3-9a to 3-10b show the results of the
reolstratlon techni q ues presented in this ohapter, Figures
3-9a and 3-9b are the same as figures 2-6a and 2-6b, Figure
3-0a Is the same as fi g ure 3-9a, F i g ure 3-10b shows the
result of renormalIZIn g 7F78 to allgn with 7F75 usin g
 the
seoond order re g istration polynomials from fi g ure 3-7,
a
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PF i g ure 3-9a
7F 75 Lina I I gmed
Figure 3-96
7F78 Una I I 9ned
Nil.
lo:
Figure 3 - 10a	 Flguro 3-1'b
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CHAPTER IV
PHOTOMETRIC NORMALIZATION BY "DEAD RECKONING"
The photometric normalization problem is to determine
two	 functions	 R1(u,v)
	
and R2(u,v)	 which deflne the
reflectivity of the scene at point (u t v) In the
	 respective
Images (and therefore at point T(u,v) In the scene) t
 The
reflectivity function can be d e t e rmine d b y "dead reckoning,}
(from accurate calibratlons and models) If the response of
the vidlcon and the reflectivity function of the scene as a
function of the location In the scene and the Illumination#
view, and p hase angles are p recisely known,	 Ima ges can be
ahotometrlcall y registered with res p ect to some type of
errors In the Photometrlo model, 	 As for the goometrlc
model(
	
the	 combination	 of	 the	 dead reckonin g and
misre g lstration models Is used to deflne 	 the	 reflectivity
function R(urv),
Given the geometric and p hotometric	 normalization
functions (Ri,T1)
	
and	 (RP#T2)	 for a p air of Images, the
pictur e comparison problem becomes one of com p aring the
ro
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reflectivitles of corresponding points In the Ima g es, I,e„
for all point pairs (wi#v1),(u2,v2) such that
T1(u1fv1)=T2(u2,v2), com p mro 131(u1.,vl) with R2(u2,v2),
IV,A PHOTOMETRIC MODEL FOR THE SCENE
The scatterin g of li g ht by a surface Is a Very complex
function of the spectral oom p ositicn and p olarization of the
Incident light, the compositlon of surface material, and the
various angles between the Incident li g ht and the surface
(angle 1) the emer g ent li g ht and the surface (angle E)	 and
between the	 Incident
	 li ght and the emer g ent li g ht (phase
angle),	 For some surfaces, with known	 li g ht sourcesa	 the
reflectance function Is fairl y well understood,
The r e flectance function of the moon can be modeled by
the Mlnnaert law ( M innaert 1;1961]):
E~out/Eln * cos(e) z A * (oos(E)*cos(i)) T k	 (4,1)
where A Is the albedo of the surface, Eln and Eout are the
Ilaht energy Incident to and emer g ent from the surfacep and
k is a parameter particular to the surfaae and the phase
angle,
Young has found (Youn g 1;19713) that re g ions of Mars
covered by the Mariner 6 and 7 p ictures obey the Minnaert
law fairly well] he found values for k ran g i ng from	 ,46 to
62
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07 j #	 and	 va l ue s 	 for	 A	 ran g in g
	from	 ,071	 to	 1146,
-
Po llack
	 has	 shown
	
(Poll aok 	x#,9693)	 a	 chase	 ang le
depend e nce	 for
	 the	 value of	 I{,	 Althou g h	 actual
	
data exists
for
	
only	 a	 limited	 number	 of	 different	 p hase	 an g les # 	 P ollack
suggests	 that	 It	 Is	 reasonable	 to	 Inter p olate	 they	 following
table"
TABLE 4 - 1
0	 d eg ,	 ,5
6
50
	 1 7
t 180	 1r0
r.
IV,B	 INTENSITY MODEL BETWEEN DATA POINTS
F
E.
is
To	 comp are	 two	 Images	 V IP T1)	 and	 (F2 # T2)	 which
	 were
€ taken	 from	 from different	 camera	 aoQitlans and
	 orientations
F It	 Is	 necessary	 to	 com pare	 p lxels	 In	 Ima g e	 1	 with	 those
_
l
p ixels	 In	 Ima g e	 2	 which	 correspond	 In	 the	 scene,	 For
^
a
discre t e	 Ima g es #	exact	 p ixel
	
correspondenoe	 does	 not	 exist
q
since	 the	 p roJections	 of	 the	 pixels	 from the	 Images onto
	 the
olanet	 will	 not mate,	 In	 location#	 size	 and	 shaper	 and	 since
the	 orientation	 of	 the	 Ima g e	 coordinate	 systems	 (scan
Ja^direction) may	 be	 different,
Conse q uentl y , fn order to oomcare such	 Images	 It	 is
necessar y to mode l 	the intens i ty f unotlon between g i ven
'E	 63
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ZERO ORDER MOOED: The simp lest mode l for the I ntens ity
f unction F at non- g rid points Is the Oth o rde r mode l
FO(u,v)t
FO(u,v)	 =	 F(Iij)	 (412)
where ( W ) Is the closest sam p l e p oint to (u,v),	 If one
assumes that F	 Is defined with	 (1,.I) s paced an i ntege r
values, then the Oth order model F0 I s e q uivalent to:
F0(urv) a F(Cu+,5].,CV+,57)	 (4,'i)
where CxI means the g reatest integer w h ich does not exceed
X,
FIRST ORDER MODEL: The lst order model FICu t y )	 Is
blllnear	 inter p olation which comp ut'^t', a wei g hted avera g e of
F at the four sample p oints which are nearest to (upv)t
Fl(u,v) =
	
	
wi*r (I,,i)
	
+ w2*F'(1+1rj)
+w3*F (I , J+I ) + w4*F (I +I, j+l )
where
1= Cu3pj=Cv3
p=u-1u1Pq=v"1v1
w2=(1-p)*q
w3=p *(i -q)
w4=p*q
(414)
(4.5a)
(4,5b)
(4.5c)
(4,5d)
(4,5e)
(4,5f )
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Not• that OSwC I SI and w1+w2+w3kw4x1,
HIGHER ORDER POLYNOMIAL, MODEL.SI If hi g her order
surfaces are used for lntorpolatlon, Instead of the blllnear
model, ore can r eq uire either that ea► oh p lace of surface
p ass	 exactly
	
throu gh a l a r ge number of sample-point
Intensities, or alternativel y z	 on e can re q uire that the
nieces agree, not onl y In Intenatty# but also In the values
of the various derivatives, alon g
 their curves of
inters e ctlon, so that the resulting
 Inter p olated surface is
not only continuous but also smooth,
SAMPLING 'THEORY MODELI From a s amollnQ theory p oint of
view# a discrete Imago can be thought of as a bandwidth
limited function of two variables, where the p oint spread
function W determines the maximum fre q uenc y contained In the
discrete ima ge, Given this model, the function F can be
exactl y reconstructed from the sam p le p oints using a
2-dlmemalonal g eneralization of the Shannon sampling theoram
(Shannon 119493, Prosser C1966J pp , 574-584), However,
this mathematically sound model
	
for F	 IL: =aedinglY
expenslva com p utationally,	 and of	 Questionable practical
Im p rovemen t	over	 sim p ler	 models	 for	 the	 Intended
application,
If It were necessary to measure the geometric Positlons
of ed g es of features such as ,raters w ith errors of
65
t
fractions of a p ixel, then a higher order model
	
would be
necessary, For the Mariner 1 71 variable features problems
Photometric accuracy Is more Im p ortant than such geometric
accuraoyr and oonse q u e ntl yp the flrst order model tblllnear
Inter p olation)
	
was	 selected	 because	 of	 both	 Its
computational simp licit y and Its smoothing properties,
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CHANTER V
ACCURATE PHOTOMETRIC RUI S TRATION OF NORMALIZED IMAGES
r<
V,A FORMAL. DEFINITION OF PHOTOMETRIC I' iISREGISTRATION
Assume that we have two p hotometricall y normallzod
'r
Images with reflectance	 (albe do)	 functions R1(u,v)	 and
^I R2(u,v)t	 which are also geometricall y 	normalized	 and
re g istered as described In Cha p ters II and 1
.
11,	 Assume also
that the 4clual scene reflectivit y is the same for the two
Ima g es,	 The . Ima ges are said to be "photometrically
i
misreglstered relatively" at point (u i v) If!
4i
}	 R1(uov)	 R2(uav)	 {5,^!
i
C
i	 If R(utv) Is the true scene re f l e c t i v l ty then an Ima g e R1 is
€	
sold to be " photometrically misregistered absolutely" at
z.	 .
i.	 point CUOV) if:
f:
111(u,v) ;d R(u,u)	 (512)
The following sections present a model for photometric
4	 misreg ist ration and	 derive functions which d e scrib e this
F	 67
misregistratlon,
V,B MODEL FOR MISREGISTRATION
To p hotometricall y r eg ist e r Ima g es more accuratel y than
Is possible with the "dead reckoning" photometrlc
normalizatlon re q uires that we have a model for photometrlc
misre g istration, There are many p otential souroes of
ahotometrlc errors in Ima ges which have been I+ normalized" Ey
Chapter IV, Some of those are;
1) Camara errors
a) Errors In light transfer function
b) Non-uniform sensitivity across vidicon surface
a) Residual Images
d) Coherent noise
H) Random noise
2) Photometrlc model errors
a) Refieotance function variations with p osition on planet
b) Inapp ro p riate values of k In e q uation (4,1)
A general model for p hotometric misre g istratlon would
be to assume that there Is a function P Which describes for
each p icture the combined p hotometric characterlstlps of the
surfac e of the planetr the response of the vldioon, and the
Photometric model of Cha p ter IV, If the photometric errors
are sp atially uniform, that Is, the errors do not de p end on
b$
i _
their Iooatlon on the surface of either the vidloon or the
p lanet ,	 then the photometric registration function P is a
VE 	 function only of the reflectivlt y R(u # v) of each p oint,	 In
qgeneral,
	 P	 Is a function of a set 5 of variables, such as
the p osition on the v1djoon surface,	 the p osition on the
I	 planet# and the Illu m inatlon, vlew, and phase an g les as well
i as R(upv), Then ► for two p hotometrically normalized	 Images
RI and R2 # we would have two Photometric registration
J"
functions P1 and P2 such that: j
P1(Rt(u,v),S)) = R(u,v) = P2(R 2 (u,v),S)	 (5,3)
wher e R(u:v) Is the	 true	 reflaotivitY	 (albedo)	 of	 point
(u,v)t
	
If	 i t
	i s not necessar y to obtain photometric
re g istration to true reflectivlties, then the Ima g es can be
Photometricall y re g istered relative to one anotner usin g the
function P12 which is defined:
P12(rrS) = P1'(P2(r,S),S)	 (5,4)
where P11 Is the inverse of P1, or
R1(urv) = P12(R2(u # v),S)	 (5,5)
The Mariner 6 and 7 p icture s have bean processed
(Rlndf laisch C1971D) by the Jet Pro p ulsion Laborator y (JPL)
to remove as many of these errors as p os s ible,	 Ths high
level	 of	 coherent noise present	 In the Mariner b and 7
p ictures requlred that JPL dsv e ia p some rather sophlsticated
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It mi g ht be better to allow a and b to be polynomials
In the two variables u and v $ Such a model would correct
for errors which are s patiall y de pe nde n t,	 If it Is possible
to	 em p iricall y 	derIva	 acu,v)	 and	 o(uiv) and If we could
separate the contr ibutions dale to th e camera from those due
to	 the photometric model of the planet, theft the amplr i cal
-r_ __	 e — I.__i..1	 f — . - &I —I - - - ..s -k-4, n ^na tr ICi mad-U l
f
t
selective flltefin g 	 techni q ues,	 There	 Is some question
about the absolute - photometric accuracy of these final
plctures^	 and there are
	
still errors due to the residual
ima g e p rocessin g In the area of the Ilmb of the planet,
There does not presently exist an accurate model for
the ph.otometrIo errors present In the M a riner 1 69 p ictures,
However, after cam p arin g Ima g es which Caere processed by the
techni q ues of Chapters II, Iii, and IVa It was found that
the Predominant errors were due to errors In absolute camera
sensitivit y , Consequentl y ) the f o ll o win g sim p le photometrle
re g istration function was used:
P12(r,S) = air + b	 (5,d)
where the $arameter a adjusts for errors	 In	 camera
sensitivit y ; and parameter b adjusts for any constant
offset, This model assumes that a and b are constant for
each p oint In Images RI and R2e
f°:	 rC
VjC A MEASURE GE PHOTOMETRIC MI $REGISTRATION
l
Obviously,	 In	 any discussion of	 errors	 between sets
Points	 It	 Is necessar y to	 de € lne	 some measure of	 the	 "tota,
arror",	 The
	 conventlonal
	
RMS	 error
	
measure
	
was	 chosen
i
pr imarily	 because	 the	 familiar	 least	 squares
	 technlQues
m 1 rt l it i ze	 that	 maasu r e,
^I
i ^ The RMS error
	 In p hotometric
	 re g istration	 between	 two
;i
Ii
Pictures R1 and	 R2	 Is	 then defined:
ji
i, RMS(R1, , R2)	 =	 sgrt
	 f	 sum	 ( ( Rl(u E v)	 R2(upv) ) t2?	 !	 N3	 (5,7)
L.
U*V
i
where	 N	 is the	 number	 of	 p oints	 In	 the	 pictures,
i
F:
I!
ji
V,D CHOOSING A MODEL.
	 TO MINIMIZE PHOTOMLTRIC MISREGISTRATION
i^
r
The
	 p urlaose	 of	 this	 section
	
Is	 to	 emolrleally
	 derive
the	 funotlon	 P12	 whi ch "best"	 re g isters Pictures R1 and R2
E
i
ohotometrlcaliy
	
in	 terms	 of	 the	 RMS	 error,	 More	 precisely,
i we	 find	 P12(r,S)	 such	 that:
1
RMS(R1rP12(R2rS))	 =	 min	 {5,8)
or
sum	 (CRI ( u,v)
	
P12(R2(u,v),S)) t 2)	 =	 min	 (5,9)
u,V
For
	 the	 simp le	 model	 of	 e q uation	 ( 5.6) i	minimizing
e q uation	 ( 5,9)	 IS	 equivalent	 to	 minimizing:
71
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}
l
E(RI+2) f at2*E(R2R2) M 2a*E(R14R2) - 2b*E(RI)
+ 2ab*L(R2)	 b12 = min	 (5110)
where E Is the expected value, The solutions for a and b
are:
a = cor(R).,R2) * sd(Rl)/sd(R2)
	 (5011a)
b = E(Rj) _ a*E(R2)
	 (5,11b)
where sd Is the standard deviation, and cor
	 Is the cross
correlation defined by e quation (315),
If a mote com p licated model Is used, where a and b are
functions of the
	
(u,v)	 p osition	 In the Ima g e formed by
linear combinations of functions Ak(u,v) and Bk(u p v),	 then
we want to find coefficients aCk] ant bCk] to minimizes
surr ((Rl(u,v) - R2(u,v) * sum(aCkJ*Ak(u,v))
u,v	 k
sum(btkJ*8k(u,v))) t 2 z min	 (5112)
k
where Ak and Bk are Indexed by k, The values of the a[k]
and bCk] are found	 In the traditional
	
manner of least
sauares.	 Intuitively# first order pol y nomials In u and v
a pp ear to be use f ul for the functions A and B, Since this
techni que for photometric registration has not yet been
urea, the p ro p er order and form for the A and 6 functions Is
not yet known, Only zero order models te quatlon (5,6)) have
actuall y been tried,
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CHAPTER VI
DIFFERENCING AND DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS
The title of this dissertation Is "Comp uter comparison
of Pictures", but the previous four cha p ters have all dealt
with lmaus normalization and registration, and nothin g
 has
reall y be e n said about Ima g e com p arison. Of course, all of
these p reliminary operations were necessary so that the
differences between the t..3 p ictures re p resent actual
chan g es In the scenes rather than differences d— to the
concitlons of viewing and Illumination,
This	 chapter	 describes	 teohnioues	 for	 image
differ a noin g and the anal ysis of these differences,
VI,A PO INT BY POINT DIFFERENCES
The most obvious norm of differencin g of two normalized
and registered pictures R1 and R2 Is the p oint by point
difference deflned by;
	
D(u,v)	 «	 Rl(u,Y) - R2(u,v)	 (6,1a)
7.3
I
i
l	 kt
If the two Images have not been Photometricall y registered,
then the following point oy p oint difference also performs
the photometric registration:
[) Cut v)	 =	 R1(u,v) - A(u # v)*R2(urv) - H(u,v) 	 (631b)
where A and 8
	 are	 the	 photometric	 misregistration
p olynomials derived In Chapter V, These difference pictures
sho p where there are errors In the data due to noise of
various forms, where there are errors In the phmtometrio or
neorretrlc re g istra t ion models, or,	 ho p efully,	 where	 there
are actual differences In the refleotivlty of the scene,
A p plying the
	
latter dlfferencing technique to the
p ictures In fi gures 6 o la and 6-1b (which are the same as
3 . 10a and 3"10b), we get the difference p ictures which are
shown In fi g ures 6-2a and 6-2b, Fi g ure 6-2a was produced by
subtractin g fi g ure 6-1b from 6-ja (and addin g a constant so
that there are no ne g ative numbers), Fi g ure 6-2b Is the
negative of 6-2a,
The most obvious feature of these di f ference pictures
Is the lar g e Irregular blob In the lower-rlght corne!► , which
Is c a r k In 6-2a and bright In 6-2b, and whose cause will	 be
E exolalned	 later,	 There are numerous small circular light
and dark spots :1hich are dtje to reseau marks on the
vidicons;	 (In future work,	 these areas will always be
black),	 Reseau marks are de p osits on the vidicon surface
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for geometric alignment of the vldloon scan,
	
There are also
light and dark linear horizontal streaks which are oriented
In the horizontal
	 scan dlrectlon	 In the ori g inal camera
coordinate system,
	
these streaks are probably due to
coherent noise	 In the oamera system ( R l n d f lelso h C1971]),
Sli g ht g eometric misre g istration	 Is	 Indicated around Nix
Olymplea l the lar g e crater located at the top-osnter of the
ali g ned Pictures,	 A high	 level	 of	 visually	 uncorrelated
noise	 Is also present,
	
The global dark to li ght shading
from left to ri g ht in fi g ure 6-2a can be explained by errors
In the assumed de p endence of the photometric function on
viewin g ang le near the limb, A linear model for the
p hotometric re g istration modal of e q uation (5,12) would have
reduced this error,
The only si g nificant unex p lained difference between
fi g ures 6-1a and G l ib Is the large blob which Is brighter In
6,-ib than In 6 R1a,	 This blob has been attributed (Leoyy
C19713)	 to a cloud consisting of water vapor,
	 This
dlf'_°_	 a Is vlslble in fi g ures 6-1a and 6-1bs but Is	 very
difficult to see In the ori g inal Pictures ( f i g ures 2-5a and
2-5b),
Figures 6-3a through 6-6b Show	 the	 results
	 of
introducin g a third picture named 7F77r which was the
picture taken Immediatel y before 7F78 In the Mariner 7 far
encounter se q uence, Picture 7F77 was normalized to the saire
78
'v
t^
ortho g ra p hic projection as was used for 71775 and 7F78 F and
g eometrically ali g ned with 7F75, The Fi gures show
differences between 7F77 and both 7F75 and 7F78, Since 7F77
was taken between 7F75 and 717 78 In time, It Is reasonable
that we see an Intermediate state of the development of the
e I a u d I
The higher level a4 noise In fi g ures 6-6a and 6-6b	 Is
due to an Increased gain factor introduced by a histogram
,'stretchin g " pro g ram, This atratching Is used to adjust the
Intensity ran ge of a picture to maxlmlxe the contrast when
g enerating a photo g ra ph. These f i g ure s also show another
camera related error across the top which Is oriented In the
horizoMtal scan direction of the camera, It should be
emp hasized that these p ictures were never geometrioKily
re g istered with one another, but both were registered to the
za^a third picture i7F753o There seems to be little or no
extra g eometric misreglstration due to cumulative errors as
mi g ht be expected,
VI,B NOISE "REMOVAL"
The high levels of noise p resent In the difference
p ictur es suggests that some form of noise removal Is needed,
Tha obvious problem with noise removal Is that usuall y one
cannot distin g uish signal from nolser and oonse q uentl y , when
p erfor m in g noise removal	 one also p erforms some Signal
79
6removal,
If	 the noise	 Is	 random,	 such	 that	 the	 noise	 In adJacent
samples	 Is uncorrelated p 	then	 one	 way to	 reduce It	 Is	 icy
s p atial	 filterin g or	 avera g in g ,	 floures	 6 - 7b,	 6-8b, and
3l'.
6-9b	 show the	 results	 of	 re © iacin g 	each	 point In	 the
difference pictures	 ( 6-7a,
	
6-8ap	 and	 6-9a)	 by	 the local
i
average	 com p uted over	 an	 11x1i- p ol nt window,	 This process
i
^I	
effectively reduces	 the	 level	 of	 random	 noise, but	 the
cloud,	 and the	 systematic	 errors	 In	 Photometry	 still remain,
Other ty p es of noise removal have been developed
elsewhere but have not yet been tried mere, One such
techni que Is "salt and pep p er" removal,	 which consists of
re p lacin g p oints which differ g reatl y from a surroundin g set
of a pp roximatel y e q ul va lant p oints,	 This tech ni q ue	 (which
Is sometimes called "Custerin g" a f ter the well known
Amerlcar general, who, when surrounded by Indlansp was wiped
out) would remove most of the random " shot" noise In the
difference p ictures without Introducin g the blurring created
by s p atial averaging,
VI,C CONTOURING ISO.nIFFERENCE LEVELS
The techni que of oontCOrin g 	 Is
	
often
	
use6	 In
terrestrial	 ma p -making to	 ?,mDhaslze
	
!Ines of constant
's
altitude,	 Recognizing	 the	 utIl It y of
	
this
	
technique,
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fi g ures 6w70,	 6-8c,	 and 6 w 9c we re	 p roduced b y contourin g	the
?I
averaged pictures 6-7b,	 6w8b,	 and 6w9b	 Gi7,
{"x
_ ' I In	 tfaese	 f I g urr3s,	 the	 sharp	 dark	 to	 white edges	 oc,iurit
?	 " at	 difference	 levels	 of	 16,	 32,	 and	 46	 In	 the corresponding
spatiall y	avera g ed	 pictures	 whose	 difference values	 range
frorr	 2	 to	 ba t	Gom p utationali y r	 these p ictures	 were
{
i7
,rlvlally
	
g enerated	 by	 multi p l y in g 	 aach	 di f ference sam p le by
and	 tra^icatin g	the	 result	 to	 6	 bits	 CO	 to	 63 range?,
These	 ;;nnta y r	 Ai cs;ures	 fairl y 	w e ll	 outl ine the	 cloud)
but	 the y 	also	 show	 a	 jot of	 lines
	
In areas which
	
seem to 
contain	 no	 si g nificant	 diffare n c e st	 Im	 fact, one	 of	 the
i
coItour
	 levels	 corres p onds	 to	 the	 mean value	 of	 the
i
dlfferarce	 picture,	 and	 therefore,	 one	 would ex p ect	 many
ocntlurs	 corresponding	 to	 small	 positive and	 negative
dr y i at I ors	 from	 the	 meait,
An Im p roved contourin g algorlthn Is p lanned Which will
select oontou°	 l e vel s on the bails of the histogram of the
dlfferenco p icturer
	
attemp tin g to em phasize slgnifloant
d ifferences, taut not scull deviations from the meant
rpww v W Mm M^MMMw p lwra ^ N.rww MMr•fJ1 +1 .0 RM 4 raw
[13 The spatiall y averaged p lotures were used here because
{	 of	 the hi g h random noise l evels in the unavera g ed pictures,
which, when contoured, resulted primaril y In garbage,
}
I
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^	 AVI,a DIFFERENCE "BLOB" DETECTION
i
Another form of anal ysis of difference Pictures
	 Is
difference blob detection, which attem pts to find the
outlines of areas ( blobs) of significant differences, The
si g nificance of a blob Is determined b y the magni tuds of the
dlfferenoec, and b y the length of the edge surrounding the
difference biob,
Fi g ures 6 o 7d, 6-8d, and 6 -9d show the resul ts Of
a pp l y i ng suoh a blob detector to the corres p ondin g
 averaged
pictures 6-7b, 6-8b, and 6 -9be
A further refinement of the blob detector 	 ( Hannah
t	 A
[1971.) attem p ts to determine which of the undifferenced
s p ictur e s contains the difference blo b ,	 This determination
Is made by looking In the undifferenced p ictures for edges
In the vicinity of the ed ges of the difference blob,
	
An
edge
	 is defined statisticall y In both p lotures In terms of
the means and variances both	 Inside and outside of the
I	 difference	 blob,	 If	 the	 variance	 of	 one p icture	 Is
si g nificantly larger than that of the other (in the vicinity
of	 the blob),
	
then the blob Is attributed to the picture
with	 the	 lar g er	 variance,
	
Otherwise,	 If the absolute
difference	 In the means Inside and Outside of the blob Is
I
larger In one p icture than In the other, then the blob
	 Is
1	 attributed to the picture with the lar g er difference,	 This
85
JA
technique Is still being developed )
 and will be valuable
	 to
difference analysis,
Other difference anal y sis techni q ues are p lanned,	 but
not yet Implemented,
86
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CHAPTER VII
COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION
	
The techniques described
	 In this dissertation were
develo p ed 	 for	 use	 on	 a	 digital
	
comp uter,	 Analog
Implementation of these techniques Is Very
	 limited because
of the difficult y 	In p erformin g the necessary photometric
and g eorretric normalizations and ra g lstratlons using analog
devlees,
Except where otherwise notedr all of these techniques
have been Im p lemented by the author usin g the POP-10
com p uter at the Stanford Arti f icial	 Intelligence Project,
This computer	 IS attached to 128K (JK = J024) 36-blt words
of core memory, and executes Instructions at the rate of
a pp roximatel y one every 3 microseconds,	 The POP-10 Is
"titre-shared" amon g typ ically 20 users at a timep making it
p ossible for man y users to develo p and debu g programs
Intaractivel y with ver y shout "turn- around" times,
87
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Most of the p rograms have been written In
	 SAIL
(Swlnehart C1970j) i a local dialect of ALGOL-60o and many of
the time consuming Inner loo p s have been written	 In the
assembly lan g ua g e embedded In SAIL,
VII,A BLOCK DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAMS
The pro g rams are divided both logically and physically
Into blocks which o p erate Inde p endently, Most of the major
blocks of fi g ure 7-1 corres p ond to the techniques described
In Cha p ters II through VI,
Ima g es are re p resented as packed arrays of	 li g ht for
albedo)	 values,	 and	 are acoersad using PUP-10 byte
operators, As man y sam p les as p ossible are packed	 In a
word,
	 Usually,	 either 6 or 9 bit samples are used, giving
either b or 4 samples per 36-bit word,
	
Thus,
	
an	 Image
consisting of 200 samples Der Ilne, 200 lines, and 6 samples
per word would require 6667 words of	 stora g e,	 Procedures
are a v ailable to	 transfer pictures between core and dEsk,
and to dis p lay Ima g es on either of two video ayntheslzers
(section VII,B),
In the block
	
diagrams,
	
rectan g ular blocks	 Indicate
functional
	
o p erations,	 and oval bloc k s indicate data,	 The
descri p tio n of each block followad
i'	 RAW y ^^	 RAW	 RAW	 ^ REGISTRATION
`	 IMAGE d
	 IMAGE 2	 IMAGE 1	 POLYNOMIALS
I
}	 NORMALISE
	
NORMALIBE:	 RENORMALIEE
f1g. 7••2	 fig. 7-2
	 fig, 7 - 2
F `	 NORM4LIZE D	 4ORMALIZE D	 PHOTOMETRIG	 ALIGNED R^
IMAGL 1
	 IE+tAGE 2	 REGIST RN	 IMAG!» I
MATC H 	K REGISTRATION
#	 f ; g, 7•-3	 ` PARAMETERS
I	 MIS
REGISTRATI O N	 ,DIFFERENCER--^t	 -
{	 VECTORS	 j
POLYNOMIAL
	
DIFFLRENCL
i	 FITTER	 IMAGEt
^E
s.	 REGISTRATION
	
DIFFERENCL
POLYNOMIAE»9	 ANALYSIS
fi g , 7-4
Fi g ure 7-1 Bloc,  Dia g ram of System
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V I I, A l 1 NORMALIZE
NORMALIZE Is the name of the block which Implements the
normalization
	
technl q ua$ of Chapters	 II	 and	 IV,	 The
Internal structure of NORMALIZE Is shown In some detail In
figure 7-2 1 The major functions of NRRMALHE are geometric
and Photometric normalization based on models for camera and
scene g eometry and photometry,
USER INTERACTION:	 The block	 labelled	 "user
	
Interactiom"
Indicates control	 of the	 following carameters for	 the
ortho g ra p hic projection:
1) Direction
	 (center
	
latitude and	 lon g itude)	 of	 the
projection,
2) Pixel size In	 the	 crojected	 Ima g e	 (kilometers	 per
piX8l),
3) H orizontal	 and	 vertical	 size	 (In	 p ixels)	 of	 the
projected image,
4) Rotation of the p rojected image,
5) Position of the center of the p rojected Image on the
planet,
The combination of the models and the user Interaction
generates a set of projection p arameters which control the
actual normalization procedure labelled "PROJECTOR",
PROJECTION ANALYZER; This block analyzes the geometric
eallbration data for the spacecraft (l,e, spacecraft
positi o n and orientation at the time the p icture was taken)
to determine the area on the surface which Is covered by the
90
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IMAGE
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IMAGE
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IMAGE;
	
'1 II 	 f	 USER
	
4	 INTERACTION
rl
I^
GEOMETRIC	 PROJECTION
CALIBRATION	 ANALYZER
•,	 DATA
j
i
	
ii	 REGISTRATION
	 PROJECTION
	
k	 POLYNOMIALS	 PARAMETERS
is
k:
t ILLUMINATION	 ^REFLECTANCF
CATA
	
fl,	 MODEL
	
; ------ --P PROJECTOR
+'	 F!Sure 7-2 Block Dia g ram of NORMA^I4E
p ictures to determine the surface area whloh Is Included In
both Ploturesr	 A g raphical di sp la y of the spacecraft and
p lanet g eometry	 Is p resented to th e Interactive user to
enable him to s p ecify the desired ProJectlon,
AVGWINI	 Since	 the	 M ariner	 1 69	 p ictures	 are	 quite	 lar g e	 (180K
words)	 It	 Is	 necessary	 to	 o p erate	 on	 windows	 of	 entire
p ictures,	 spatial	 avera g es	 of	 p ictures,
	 or	 combinations	 of
9
windows	 and	 averages,AVGW N	 m	 e	 n Ni
	
^	 c o p ut s	 a	 X	 by	 ivy	 spat ial
avera g e	 of	 an	 arbitrary	 rectan g ular	 window	 of	 a	 pleturet
where	 Nx	 and	 Ny	 are	 the	 numbers of
	 olxels avera g es	 In the
vertical	 and	 horizontal
	
dir e ctions,	 If	 pixels	 of	 the
reoulred
	 Protecte d 	 Image	 corres p ond	 In	 size	 to	 a	 very
	
large
number	 of	 p ixels	 In	 the	 raw	 Image F	 then	 spatial
	
averaging	 Is
mathematicall y	necessar y	because	 of	 the	 sam p lin g	theorem,
and	 coir p utatlonaily	 useful
	
to	 reduce	 the	 memory
	
size
required	 for
	
the	 raw
	
Image,
PROJECTORI	 This	 block	 generates	 a	 g eometrically
	 and
p hotometricall y	normalized	 p icture	 from	 a	 raw	 or	 averaged
raw	 p icture	 (which
	
Is	 ho p efull y	correct	 In	 light	 values	 and
camera	 g eometry)	 usin g	the	 normalization	 p arameters and
reflectance p arameters,
	
For	 each	 point	 In	 the	 protected
Ima g er	 PROJECTOR	 calculates	 Its	 p osition	 In	 the	 raw	 Image,
Since	 this	 p osltlon	 Is	 usuall y 	 not	 exactly	 at	 a	 sample
Rolnt,	 a	 billnear	 inter p olation	 of	 the	 light	 values	 of	 the
92
tis
flour
	 closest	 p oints
	
Is	 caloulated,	 PROJECTOR	 also
calculates	 the	 suns	 vlowe	 and phase angles,	 which	 to g e ther
with	 the	 li ght	 value,	 y ield	 the	 a l bedo	 usi n g 	 equation	 4 4,f 3,
' I
I
REGISTRATION	 POLYNOMIALS1	 NORMALIZE	 performs	 the
renormailzation	 Procedure	 descr i bed	 In	 section	 I, II,i: 	using	 a
pair	 of	 polynomlais	 produced	 by	 the	 geo metri c
mlare g istration	 mode l,
l;
;I
3i VI1,Ai2	 MATCH
c
s This	 black	 Im p lements	 the	 techni q ues	 for	 determining
geometric
	
misre g istraticn	 described	 In	 Chapter	 III,	 The
Internal	 structure	 of	 this	 block	 In	 shown	 In	 more	 detail
	
In
fi g ur e 	 7«3,	 Selected	 nxn	 windows	 of	 two normalized	 Images
ii
I'
are
	
crass	 correlated	 accordin g	to	 equation	 43 1 53,	 A	 search
Is	 made	 f or	 the	 vector	 (duCfjrdvCI7)	 which	 maximizes	 the
value	 of	 the	 c orrelati on 	function	 for	 Inte g er	 values	 of	 du
!I( and	 d y e	 The	 correlation	 surface	 i s	 modeled	 by	 polynomlal s
! In	 two	 variables	 In	 the	 vieinity of	 the	 maximum	 usin g 	a	 2-D
!i least	 s q uares	 p rogram,	 The	 maximum	 value	 of	 this	 surface	 Is
found	 by	 com p utin g 	partlal	 derivatives	 findin g 	the	 zero	 of
l the	 Ewe lidean	 norm
	
of	 the	 p artial
	
derivatives	 of	 the
^I
surface,	 usin g 	a	 two - dimensiona l 	 g enerallzation	 of	 Newton's
Method	 (section	 III 4 0) ,
3
I
H
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VII R A 1 6 DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS
This block Performs the difference anal ysis toohniques
described in Chapter VX f and Is shown In morn detail In
fi g ure 7-4,
t
VII,A,3 POLYNOMIAL FITTER
This block performs a	 least s quare fit	 of	 two
Polynomials du(u,v) and dv(u=V) to the emp irical oorreiatlon
vectors (duCi3edvC13) at	 sample	 p oints	 (uCl3rvCl3),	 The
values of the norrelaticn peaks cC13 are used as weighting
ncefficlents to the data points$
VtI,A,4 PHOTOMETRIC REGISTRATION
This block	 im p lements the photometric registration
techni q ues	 described	 In Chapter V.,	 It Com p utes the
registration parameters which minimize the	 photometric
misre g lstrntlon between the g eometrically ali gned Imageso
VI:I,A,5 DIFFERENCER
The
	
DIFFERENCER	 implements	 the	 pixel-by-pixel
differencin g descrlbed	 in section VI,A,	 The dlfferencer
uses the photometrio registration model generated b y
 the
technI q ues of Chapter V to com p ute the difference picture
defined by e q uation (611b),
VII,B IMAGE DISPLAY
Ima g es which are g enerated by an y of the	 Image
g eneratin g teohnJoues of this disssrtatlon can be displayed
by either of two	 Image dlsolay devices	 Both of these
hardware devices are controlled b y p rograms which Input
p ictures from the disk file system, and output the pictures
on a selected area of the Ima g e g eneration surfaoer which In
each oase consists of a cathode ray tube,
VII,13 1 1 HIGH RESOLUTION VIDEO SYNTHESHER
l
I
	
The high resolution video synthesizer consists of 	 a
collection of	 di g ital	 and analo g circuitr y to control the
p osition and Intensity of the beam of a Tektronix model 611
stora g e oscilloscope which	 Is used	 In r,cn-stora g e mode,
This s y nthesizer generates grey level Pictures one line at a
time as follows:
I	
A, The	 611	 oscillosco p e	 beam	 Is p os!tloned	 at the	 cx'yz
coordinates	 of	 first	 point on	 thQ	 line,
B, The	 611	 oscillosco p e	 beam	 Is turned	 on	 for	 a duration
Pro p ortional	 to	 the	 Intensit y value	 for	 this point,
C, The	 beam	 is	 deflected	 to	 the right	 one	 sample positlomp
and	 Control	 is	 returne d to	 ste p 	8	 If	 there are	 still
p oints
	
to	 dis p la y	on	 thi s line,
p, When
	
the	 line	 Is	 finished	 control returns	 to	 step A,
,5
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The hardware for the hi gh resolution video synthesizer
Is theoretically ca p able of	 4096- by 4096-point spatial
resolution with 512 levels of g ra y ,	 The system Is currently
limit ed	by	the capabilities of the 611 osc i llosco pe , which
limits the effective resolution to a ppr oxi ma t el y 700 b y 700
p oints, with a p proximately 64 resolvable levels of grey,
The amount of time required to dis p lay a picture
de p ends on both the size of the Picture and Its content,
Bri g ht Points reaulre that the beam be turned on lon g er than
dark p oints,	 Tynicallyo a p icture re q uires 25 mloroseconds
Per Point,	 This means that a 200 by 200 p icture would be
generated	 In one second,
	
In order to vlew pictures which
are g enerated so slo w l y , a p hoto g ra p h must be taken,	 A
Polaroid camera Is used for this Purpose.
VII,B,2 REAL TIME VIDEO SYNTHESIZER
The real-time video synthesizer consists of a different
collection of di g ital and analog circuitr y wh ich g enerates a
television p icture, usin g as input 8 channels from a 10 MHz
di g ital disk (Data 91sk), These 8 di g ital channels contain
the bits of the binary coded sam p le values, which, when used
es	 In p uts to a di g ital to analo g convertor, g enerate o ne of
256 analo g voltages.
The p icture consists of 480 scan lines of 512 points
96
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t	 1
I per	 Ilne,	 with	 255	 levels	 of	 g r ey	 ( a pp roximately
	
128	 usable
I eve Is9 f	This	 Picture	 can	 be	 either	 v1ew e d	 diraotI y	 or
Photographed,
E VII,C	 EXECUTION	 TIMES	 y
This	 section describes
	
the	 CPU	 time	 regal r(ad
	 for	 some
of	 the	 important and
	 time- c onsumin g	 p arts	 of	 the	 system	 (CPU
time	 refers
	
to actual
	 p rocessor	 time,	 rather	 than
	 elapsed
time),	 These	 ti mes are	 averages	 over	 several	 passes	 through
the	 system,
	
and are	 only anproximatef
The	 CPU
	 times
	 to	 cnnerate	 the	 200x200	 pixe l 	pletures
shown	 In	 this	 dissertation	 are	 as	 followsi
4	 : n pp	 ^n	 rya	 r pp I I	 }}	 ^j	 /± /^	 ^y	 ^! aa
Mi^^d. ^iif	 9d41i	 Y^^^	 IF 7L i^^a6 ^.iM	 -	 ^
AVGWIN	 10	 sec,
PROJEC T OR	 60	 sec.
i;
MATCH
	
45	 g9c o 	 for	 16	 correlation windows
220
	 nec k	for
	
81	 correlation
	
windows
POLYFIT	 4	 sec
	
for
	 ist	 order
CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSI ON
This fln^^l Chapter describes what has been accomplished
towards	 solvlm g	the mariner '71 Variable Features Problem,
low	 this contributes	 to	 the	 general	 science of	 Image
processin g ,	 and	 plans	 for	 future	 refinements	 and
applications of these technlaues,
VIII,A ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The primary goal of this research was the development
of	 image processin g techniques to compare p ictures of mars
which were taken from s p ace under different conditions of
vlewin g and Illumination,	 The solution was to normalize the
olctur e s to the same projection using	 geometric	 and
ohatometric models for the camera and the scene, Geometrlc
and photometric re g istration techniques were developed to
remove the effects of errors i n these models,
After Pictures have been normalized and registered,
they are anal y zed for differences, Most of the differences
^I
which have p een found between the Mariner 6 and 7 pictures
1
t
are due to noise In the camerAs t Some noise reduction and
difference anal ysis techniques ha y s been developed to ald
the analysis of the difference pictures,
The exam p les Presented In this pa p er show the detect!on
of a real
	
difference, due to a aloud on Mars,	 The syatom
has been tested with other Mariner 6 and 7 p ictures, which
have not displayed such dramatic and recognizable
dlfforenoes,
The Jet Pro p ulsion Laborator y devised a test of the
canabilltl e s of	 people and com p uters	 to detect variable
features,	 JPL Introduced artificial differences of 5% 	 In
F
reflectance Into a Mariner 6 picture, 	 This modified picture
was then g eometrically distorted to what ,APL claimed was a
different p ers p ective view of Mars,	 The test was to see If
p eo p le	 (or com p uters)	 could determine the	 differences
^E
between the ori g inal	 Picture	 and the modifiedr distorted
i alotura,
	
The result was that p oo p la were unable to see the	 ii` f	
differences,	 but	 the system described Jr. this dissertation 	
1
i
was a4le find most of the differences,	 The o nly differences	
i
*h.+	 WQPa	 ei f f f I nil I +	 +n	 :` etan+	 nnnurad	 bArta115R	 tha AP I
1
distorted Picture was not a true p ers p ective view of the
Plansto and; after geometric normallzatlon and re9lstratlon,
some high order residual distortions remained,
No systematic difference anal ysis of the Mariner b and
7 pictures has been attempted yet, However t
 this analysls
Is planned, to test the Mars g lobal model which Is described
In section VIII,C,
VIII,E3 CONTRIBUTIONS
The maJor contributions of this research to the science
of picture p rocessin g are summarized as follows;
i)	 Accurate	 geometric
	
regletratlon	 based	 on	 dross
correlation!	 Althou gh cross correlation has been used
In character	 recognition	 and	 scene	 congruence
( Ischler	 [19713)e	 apparently no one has derived a
model for the misre g lstratlon between two p ictures and
Used	 this model to produce two p ictures which are In
g eometric alignment,
2) Photometric normalizatlon using the Mlnnaert scattering
model,
3) Development of a system which combines a large variety of
laage processin g teohnl,ques;	 Some of the techn[oues
- r have been Used elsewhere t	but
	
blued In a coherent system which
	 a
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actuall y works with	 real
	
(rather	 than synthetic)
ploturest
4)	 The development of an
	 Ima g e prooe g sing system for
Interactlon
	 with a p lanetary ex p loration mission:
Althou g h the system has not actuall y been tested	 In
Its
	 Intended a pp lication,	 It should satisfy most of
the needs of variable features detection, The ability
to ra p ldly detect chan g es on Mars p rovides the ability
to Inoresse the scientific return from the misslon,
VIII.0 FUTURE PLANS
Further research Is p lanned to refine the techniques In
this paper, to a pp l y these techni q ues to new Image
oroce95in g p roblema, and to develop new ca p abllitles for the
Mariner X 71 Mission,
REF I NEMENTs;
several Im p rovements In	 the	 correlation maximization
search	 technlous	 are p lanned which will use Information
about	 the si g nal-toonolse	 ratios	 and
	 autocorrelation
functions	 of	 the
	 pictures t !j adjust various	 search
Parameters,
The higher order p hotometric misre g lstratlon model	 of
e q uation (5,12) will be Implemented,	 This model should help
to refine	 the	 Parameter
	
(k	 i n sauation	 ( 4 1 1))	 of	 the
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FSome new picture d ifference o p erators are Planned which
would	 minimize	 the	 effects of one pixel misregistrations,
This technique finds tha difference between a point 	 in
p icture	 A and a	 p oint	 In picture 8 which is closest in
Intensit y value and a nei g hbor,	 An attempt w ill be made to
introduce symmetry Into this operator,
Tests of "si g nificance" of dif f erences need to be
develo p ed,	 Presumabl y ,	 these tests would be based on a
noise model for the camera# and some knowled g e of the types
of aifferenoes to expect,
OTHER APPLICA'T'IONS:
	Research	 is planned which would	 use	 the	 cross
correlatio n re g istration techni q ue to match areas of two
parallax views of a scene, 	 Usin g a set of match p oints,	 a
de p th model for the scene will be derived,
NEW CAPABILITIES FOR THE MARINER 1971 MISSION;
Additional ca p abilities are required	 for	 the	 Mariner
1 71	 Mission,	 To detect variations on Mars which occur over
long	 p eriods	 of	 time,	 it	 is	 necessar y	to maintain	 a
"librar y "	 of	 p revious plctures,	 New	 p ictures would be
oompared with p revious pictures of the same area on the
surface,
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data# which can be com p ressed by 3=1 usin g Huffman coded
p ixel differences, At least 1000 olctires with controlled
sun and view an g l es are to be Processed for differences,
With the date compression + this amounts to 1,7 billion bits#
which	 Is about three times the stora g e capacity of our
p resent disk file system, 	 This quantity of data obviously
will	 reoulre a carefull y desi gned data mana gement and
retrieval system,
A data structure Is planned which will be or ganized by
area on the surface and by ori g inal plcturea
The surface of Mars will
	
be divided	 Into convenlont
areas# p robabl y 10 de g rees latitude by 10 de g rees longitude,
For each area a list will be maintained ion the disk file)
of the following informations
1) A list of all pictures which cover this area,
2) A reference Ima ge for this area, This Ima ge represents
this area to the best of our knowled g e, The reference
IRrage Is p robabl y created by avera g in g p ictures which
do not demonstrate si g nificant differences In this
area,	 An	 Image which afhaws the p ixel	 by pixel
variances	 of	 these p ictures should p robabl y be
associated with the reference Image,
3) Control p oints,	 Control p oints are	 fea t ures#	 such as
7oreaters,
	
whose positions are accurately known, 	 These
Points are useful	 for	 re g isterin g	Ima ges to fixed
surface coordinates,	 for each control p oint, the data
structure should Include Its planet coordinates, and a
small
	
Ima g e of	 the control	 p oint for	 use by the
correlation procedure,
I
4) A list of any significant differences seen In this area,
For each such di f fer e nce there might be a difference
ltrage, a contour map, a blob outilne, 	 or	 some	 other
i representation of the difference. The actual
difference information need not be currently stored on
the disk file s y stem, but Information must be present
to retrieve It from magnetic tape,
For each picture the followin g list will be maintained$
J) Picture Identification (e,g,	 7f75),
2) Calibration	 data,	 1,8,	 Spacecraft	 p osition	 and
orientation, and sun angle,
3) List of surface areas covered by this picture,
4) Location In the magnetic ta p e librar y of:
e) ori g inal version of the picture,
b) Locall y processed version of the original,
c) A list of all other ima g es which were derived	 from
this picture, and the necessar y retrieval data,
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Some	 g oneral
	
remarks
	
about	 the	 Image	 proc e ssin g
philosophy	 are	 an	 appropriate	 conclusion	 to	 this
I
dissertations	 There	 are	 many	 difficult	 Problems	 In	 this
field,	 which	 can	 be	 made	 either	 harder	 or	 easier	 depending
on	 the	 a p proach	 taken	 to	 solve	 them,	 while	 It	 Is	 recognized
i'^I that	 models	 for	 the	 camera	 and	 scene are	 Im p ortant #	 one
cannot	 de p end	 totall y 	upon	 accurate	 calibration	 of	 these
models	 to	 eliminate	 the	 re g istration Problems, 	 whether	 the
workin g environment	 Is	 the	 surface	 of	 Mars # 	the	 surface	 of	 a
flat	 tables	 or	 a	 hlghway,
}
^.
It	 Is	 Im p ortant	 that	 techni q ues	 be	 developed	 which	 are
Sufficiently	 g eneral
	
that	 they	 can	 be	 a pp lied	 to
is
unantlolvated	 environments,	 It	 Is	 believed	 that	 most	 of	 the
^
''
-
teohnlaues	 In	 this	 Pa p er	 oan	 satisfy	 this	 re q uirement	 by
suitably	 chan g in g 	the	 various	 models.
The
	
unmanned	 s p ace	 e x p loratio n	 p ro g rams	 should	 Provide
E	 Y _
excellent	 a pp lloatlon	 areas	 for	 comp uter	 Ima g e	 Processing,
sincee	 as	 the	 s p ac e cra f t	 probe	 deeper	 Into	 s p acep	 the	 needs
for
	
onboard	 Image	 p rocessin g	will	 Increases
i.
i'	 S
Ail	 ex p loration	 of	 the	 surface	 of	 other	 planets	 within
the	 foreseeable	 future	 must	 be	 done	 b y	 unmanned	 landing
J
vehicles,	 Any	 Intelli g ent	 exploration	 of	 other	 p lanets	 will
i' require	 some	 level	 of	 onboard	 i ma g e	 p rocessing	 oapablllty	 In
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order that the vehicle can navigate and Interact with Its
env i ronmrentt
It Is hoped that the results of thls and other research
In the a pp lloation of com p uters will be used by man to
better understand the universe around hire, and to tree man
frorr	 the	 tr Ivla	 of dally l i f eo ra't'her thAn to provide men
the tool to enslave others,
k`
S	 _
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APPENDIX Al
DERIVATION OF MATRIX R
This a ppendix gives the derivation of the matrix R of
pq uatlon (2.4) t Oven calibration data which describe the
oositlon and orientation of the camera,
The rotation matrix R Is derived in several steps from
the g eometric calibration data; The first step derives a
rotation matrix RO which rotates the p rinci pal ray Po of the
camera, g iven In scene coordinates, Into p oint (OjOsw) which
Is assumed to be the center of the	 Ima g e p lane,	 g iven	 In
camera coordinates,
(0,0,IIPpII)' a RI(Po)	 tA,J)
This rotation matrix Is easily constructed b y first rotating
Pp In the x-y plane by matrix Ri Into W oO ,x) r , and then
rotating W,0eW In the x-x plane by matrix R2 Into
(OsOp z') l a	 The matrices ROo R1, and R2 are defined:
x/k y/k 0
	RI = -ylk x/k 0	 (A,2)
0	 0	 1
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R2	 0	 (A,3)
k/h 0
	 z/h
where h = s g rt(K*2*z t 2) = sgrt(x*2+y*2+zf2),
Then we define R0 = RJ*R2, 	 Rte	 Is mot unI q u® l	since a
rotation around
	 t he Princi pal ray is still p ossible,	 This
ambi g uit y Is solved by s p ecifyin g
 the dlrectlon of one other
vector	 in both scene and Ima g e coordinates, Given vector V
In the scene and the angle a between the u-axis and the
p rojection of V on the Ima g e p lane the rotation matrix R3 Is
defined)
RO'%V) = (xr y jz?,	 (A,4)
If the direction of v In the Ima g e plane is o f then cos(,,,)
x/llx, y ll,	 and	 sln(P)	 =	 y/Ilx,yll,	 To orient the vector
R0(V) In the direction e , It i s sufficient to	 rotate	 R0(V)
by an angle of a - p e 	 Rotation matrix R4 Is then deflnedl
cos( O -P)	 sin(O-P)	 0
R3 =	 -sln(a-P)
	
cos(o-P)	 0	 (A, )
0	 0	 1
Finall y , the matrices R4 and R are deflned.'
R4 ! R3 # R0
	 (A,6)
R e Inv(R4)	 (A,7)
For Mariner 6 and 7 olcvures of Mars, the oamera p osltlo^ Is
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s
derlve d 	 from	 the	 letltuds	 and	 longitude	 of	 the
! sub-spacecraft	 point	 on	 the	 surfaces
	
and	 the altitude	 of	 the
spacecraft,	 The	 orlentatlon
	
of	 the	 camera	 Is	 determined
from
	 the	 latitude
	 and
	
longltude
	
of	 point
	
Pp,	 the
..
Intersection	 of	 the	 prinol p al	 o p tic
	
ray	 with	 the	 surfagep
and	 the an g le	 In	 the	 Ima g e plane between	 the	 u-axis	 and	 a
north-aolntin g	 tangent	 vector at paint Pp p roj ected on the
4
Image
	 p lane d	If	 P p	Is
	
given	 In	 s p herloal
	
coordinates	 ast
.	 r
S'. Po	 =	 r	 +'	 C	 cos(lon g )*cos(lat)	 (A,8)
< #aIn(lon g) *eoe(lat)
15 In( lat))!
i
where	 lat	 is	 latitude #
	lon g
	Is	 lon g itude,	 and	 r	 Is	 the
radius	 of	 the	 s p here	 ( Mars )# 	then	 the	 north- p olnting
	 tangent	 F
vector	 to	 the	 sphere	 at	 this	 point	 Is)
V	 _	 C	 -cos(long)*sln(lat)	 (A#g)
^,. i»slnC long)+^sln(lat)
ocos(lat))'
1aa
r
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APPENDIX B
THE EFFECTS DP NON-TRANSLATIONAL
GEOMETRIC DISTORTIONS ON CORRELATION
This appendix analyzes the effects of non-transiatlonal
g eometric	 distortions	 between	 the	 windows	 of	 two	 Ima g es	 on	 y
the	 value	 of	 the	 correlatlon	 funotlon,	 An	 upper	 limit	 on
the	 size	 of	 the	 correlation	 wlndow	 Is	 derived	 as	 a	 function
t	 ±
E'
of	 the magnitudes of	 the	 higher	 order	 errors	 and	 the	 spatial
frequency	 information	 In	 the	 wlndow$,	 It	 Is	 shown	 that	 the
:`	 E
i	 -
effects	 of	 non-translatlonel	 geometric	 distortion	 will	 be
I ,; less	 If	 the	 Ima ges	 contain	 p rimaril y 	low	 s patial	 frequencies
rather	 than	 hi g h	 saatlal
	
frequencies,
t
All ROTATION AND SCALE CHANGE
` Rotation and	 scale	 faotor	 errors	 between	 correlation
windows	 can	 be	 modeled	 with	 a	 first	 order	 misalignment
1
model=
^ t	 +	 bo	 *	 a	 *	 .^	 a	 au	 a	 u	 v	 c	 Su	 fu	 eos(	 )	 v	 aln(	 )?	 (8,1a)
d*u	 +	 e*v	 +	 f	 -	 5v	 (v*cosP)	 -	 u*sln(t3 ))	 (Belb)
ill
w
I^Yr
where
a	 =	 arctan(b/a) (8,2a)
=	 arctan(d/e) (0.2b)
Su	 =	 sart(ar2+br2) (B,20)
5v	 =	 sort(d+2*er2) (13,2d)
Presumablyi
	
the	 rotation
	
angles	 a	 and	 P	 are	 small and	 the
scale	 factors Su	 and
	
Sv	 are	 apProximately	 unity,
The	 anal y sts	 of	 the	 ali g nment	 errors	 between	 p oints In
two	 ^nlndows	 whose	 centers
	
are	 p ro p erly	 ali g ned	 (I,e, c=f=Z)
will	 be	 p resented	 for	 the	 s p ecial	 case	 oz's
S	 =	 Su -	 5v	 and	 a w	 p
l lu1-u,v'-vllt 2
=	 (u*(S*cos(a)-1)	 v*S*sln(a))t2 (6,3a)
+(v*(S*cos(a)-l)
	
-	 u*S*sln(a))92
=	 IIu,vll"2	 *	 C	 (1-S)t2	 +	 2*S*(1-costa))	 I (8,3b)
Hence
	
we	 have	 a	 linear
	
model ► 	 lo,
llu t
-
u,v' - vll	 =	 ©(M I S)	 *	 Ilu,vli (B,4)
0(a,i)
	 =	 2*sln( a/2) (8,5a)
G(ORS)	 z	 i	 i - S	 l (B.5b)
If	 the	 centers	 of	 two	 correlation	 windows	 are properly
ali g ned,	 then	 the	 misalignment	 error	 due	 to	 rotation	 and
scale	 chan g e	 at	 a	 p oint	 n	 ul xels	 fr om	 the	 center	 is Q*n,
1.1^
...L.. A s 1% _ ^- ftMA	 A	 ma+ 1 c#v	 thA	 i*AAH I t I AAF	 Mf	 an "at I one
Thus far we have onl y estlmatsd the ma g nitude of the
error	 In the p osition of corres p ondin g p ixels based on our
knowled ge of the distortion process. we now want to know
the effect of	 this misali g nm ent on the value of the
correlation function,
Flsohler assumes (Flsehler U 9 71) that adjacent pixels
are	 statisticall y 	Inde p endents	 so that there	 is no
oontrlbutlon to the p roduot term E(X*Y)	 by MultivlYing
p ixels	 which do	 not g eometricall y match.	 F'lschler then
derives li m its on the size of the aorrelratlon window as a
function of the rotatlon and scale Change,	 His derivation
Is reinter p reted as follows=
Assume that we have two arra ys of pixels XCI,,I? and
YCl,1? which are geometricall y I n ali gnments Su p pose that
we have a g eometrto distortion of the coordinate syStem such
that a	 new arra y of pixels 9 Is created, where each pixel
ZCi,.13	 Is	 derived	 b y 	bilinear	 Inter p olation	 (the	 same
derivation holds for higher order Inter p olatlon and weighted
avera g es In general) from a p oint at (Uov) In array Y,
Let k*Cu3,l 2 CVJ; then
ECI,.13 ' a*YCk,13 + b*YCk*1,11 + 0*YCk,l+1] + d*YCk+1,i4-13(8,6)
Let us assume for sim p licit y	(with	 no	 real
	
loss	 of
generality)	 that	 the
	 Ima g es have been normalized to zero
mean	 Intensity	 values,	 F'lachler's
	
assumption
	 of
Inde p endence
	 than	 Im p lies	 that If lu -II?1 or I v -jl? 1 then
Z[IPJ] was derived from 4 points of Y which are	 Independent
of	 YCIPJ7
	
and	 X CIPJJ,	 Hence#	 such	 points contribute
E(X)*E(Y)=0 to the sum
	
of	 the	 XCIPJ7* Y CIPJ]	 In	 equa tion
(3,5),
If lu -11<1 and Iv-Jl<1 then
surr	 X1 1Pj1*Z[IPJ3
	 =	 sum	 aCIP Ja* X C I PJ3* Y C1+j 3 (8, 7 a)
1,J	 J
E	 ; +	 (1-a[l,J3)*XCI,J]*(3	 Independent	 p oints of	 Y)
z: =	 sum	 aC IPJ7*X1I1J]*Y1 I0J7, (8,7b)
1 , J
and	 there	 exists	 an	 A	 such
	
that O<A<1	 and
ii
_
r'.
sum	 X[IPJ7*2C1,J]	 =	 su m 	 ( a[IPJ3*X[I Pj]*Y1I1J7) (8,8a)
I,j	 i,J
I
A	 *	 sum	 (XCIPJj*YCI # jl) cEi,9b)
	 b
II I , J
i
E(X*ZZ)
	 =	 A*E(X*Y), ( P.9)
4
f Therefore	 the
	
only	 effect
	
of	 the	 distorted coordinate
^I
system	 Is	 to	 attenuate	 the	 L(X*Y)	 term which	 attenuates the
value	 of	 the	 C o r r elati o n	 function,	 Of	 cou rsep	 the
-
value
	 of
A	 oe p erds
	
on	 the	 magnitude	 of	 the	 g eometric distortion
r;	 r
errors	 of	 e q uation
	
(1313),
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For Mariner b and 7 p ioturess	 the maximum combined
rotation errors between two Ima g es are about 2 degrees and
the scale chan ges are less than about 2%, Therefore#
n ? 2 < 1/( 9 02+2 + 2+x(1,02)*(1-cos(2)))
	 (6111)
or n < 25
Flschier's	 Independence assumAtlon essentially says
that the autocorrelatlon functions for X and Y are one at
u = 0 and v=0 and zero elsewhere, 	 We know that reasonable
p ictur e s do pct have such autocorrelatlon surfaces,	 In
Particulars the autocorrelatlon surfaces have central
	 peaks
whose width de p ends on the low frequency p ower of the power
spectra of the Images, Consequently, knowing the
autocorrelatlon function tells how lar g e the errors In the
alignment of two I m a g es can be before the cross correlation
Is adversel y changed,	 If one has a choice of which areas in
the two Images to ali g n, then the areas can be chosen on the
basis of having broadl y
 peaked autocorrelatl o n functions,
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